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Established in 1983 as a voice of the poor to express their developmental needs and aspirations, CUTS

International (www.cuts-international.org) is a leading Southern voice and face of consumer empowerment

through its rights-based approach and activities for influencing the process and content of inclusive growth

and development. From consumer protection work in India it has expanded its scope and interventions to

subjects such as good governance and social accountability, trade and development, economic and business

regulations including competition, investment and corporate governance issues, and human development,

particularly women�s empowerment.

The organisation�s Vision is �consumer sovereignty in the framework of social justice and equality�. It conducts

action (policy) research and evidence-based advocacy for policy and practice changes to bridge the gaps

between the core and the periphery, that between the state and non-state actors. It believes that consumer

empowerment not only serves national interest but also addresses many challenges faced by the global public

goods. It aims to take forward the consumer movement to the political space at sub-national, national and

international level with a holistic and balanced objective.

With its headquarters and three programme centres in Jaipur, India (Centre for Consumer Action, Research

& Training, Centre for International Trade, Economics & Environment, and Centre for Competition, Investment

& Economic Regulation), one in Chittorgarh, India (Centre for Human Development), a liaison office in New

Delhi, India and resource centres in Calcutta, India; Lusaka, Zambia; Nairobi, Kenya; Hanoi, Vietnam and in

Geneva, Switzerland the organisation has established its relevance and impact in the policy-making circles

and among the larger development community in the developing world and at the international level.

OUR CENTRES

CUTS Centre for International Trade,

Economics & Environment (CITEE)

D-218, Bhaskar Marg, Bani Park, Jaipur 302016, India

Ph: +91.141.2282821

Fx: +91.141.2282485

E-mail: citee@cuts.org

CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment &

Economic Regulation (CCIER)

D-217, Bhaskar Marg, Bani Park, Jaipur 302016, India

Ph: +91.141.2282821

Fx: +91.141.2282485, 2282733

E-mail: c-cier@cuts.org

CUTS Centre for Consumer Action,

Research & Training (CART)

D-222, Vijayalaxmi Apartment, Bhaskar Marg, Bani

Park, Jaipur 302016, India

Ph: +91.141.2282821, 5133259

Fx: +91.141.2282485

E-mail: cart@cuts.org

CUTS Centre for Human Development (CHD)

Rawala, Senti, Chittorgarh 312025, India

Ph: +91.1472.241472

Fx: +91.1472.247715

E-mail: chd@cuts.org

Calcutta Resource Centre (CRC)

3, Suren Tagore Road, 2nd Floor,

Kolkata-700019, India

Ph: +91.33.24604985

Fx: +91.33.24604987

E-mail: calcutta@cuts.org

Delhi Resource Centre (DRC)

62, Qutab View Apartments, Katwaria Sarai,

New Delhi 110016

Ph: +91.11.26863021, 26537791

Fx: +91.11.26856288

E-mail: delhi@cuts.org

Africa Resource Centre, Lusaka

Plot 6078/A Northmead Great East Road

PO Box 37113, Lusaka, Zambia

Ph: +260.1.224892

E-mail: lusaka@cuts.org

Africa Resource Centre, Nairobi

Yaya Court, 2nd Flour, No. 5, Ring Rd, Kilimani

Off Arwings Kodhed Rd, Nairobi, Kenya

Ph: +254.20.3862149-50/2329112

Fx: +254.20.23862149

Email: nairobi@cuts.org

Hanoi Resource Centre (HRC)

No. 14/16 Nguyen Phuc Lai Str

Dong Da District, Hanoi, Vietnam

Ph: +84.04.66739486
Fx: +84.04.35148978

Email: hanoi@cuts.org

Geneva Resource Centre (GRC)

37-39, Rue de Vermont

1202 Geneva, Switzerland

Ph: +41.22.734.6080

Fax:+41.22.734.3914

Email: geneva@cuts.org
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From the Secretary General's Desk

The year 2009-10 added a new dimension to
CUTS in terms of enlargement of work areas,
completion of projects and programmes and
accomplishment of new responsibilities. CUTS,
in fact, has been working on real-time issues,
those that have a direct impact on the people
and the society, including those that would
prompt the policymakers to work for the
common man. It gives me satisfaction for what

we have done and encourages me to strengthen the
organisation’s resolve to work with greater zeal.

Economic Regulation and Competition Policy
CUTS’ 7Up model involves all stakeholders through a bottom
up approach for better economic regulation and has been
successful in helping countries adopt competition law and policy.
CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment & Economic
Regulation (CUTS CCIER) implemented a two-year project
‘Strengthening Constituencies for Effective Competition Regimes
in Select West African Countries’ (7Up4) namely, Burkina Faso,
The Gambia, Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal and Togo with the
support of the Department for International Development, UK;
the International Development Research Centre, Canada and
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden.

Through this project, CUTS has been able to raise awareness
on the benefits of an effective competition regime among key
stakeholders in each project country, highlighting the need for
competition reforms which to be integrated with the national
development goals.

Further, to develop understanding on competition policy and
law issues of young professionals on a long-term perspective,
CUTS has developed a module on competition policy and law
issues for private universities of Bangladesh.

After having developed the Competition Bill of Ghana, the
Ministry of Trade and Industry (MoTI), Ghana short-listed CUTS
to develop a Consumer Protection Framework Bill for the
country. A first draft of the Bill was shared with the MoTI in
April 2010.

A dossier on competition distortions in India is being regularly
published/disseminated by CUTS and has become a popular
document among scholars, practitioners with an interest on
the subject.

The Centre also initiated a project entitled, ‘Capacity Building
on Electricity Reforms in Nepal, Bangladesh and India’, with
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the support of Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation
to create a platform for grassroots consumers, service providers
and policy makers to engage in a process of dialogue to ensure
that regulatory decisions are made taking into consideration
the needs and challenges on the ground. A documentary
depicting the experience from the project entitled, ‘Powered to
Grow’ was developed and appreciated.

The Centre developed a close working relationship with the
Regulatory Policy division of the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), after having successfully
implemented an assignment on regulatory management in India.

The Centre has initiated a project entitled ‘Consumer Protection
Regimes in the World’. The outcome of the project will be a
report – a biennial volume, which will be a collection of about
40 country essays detailing the country-specific state of
consumer protection regime.

CUTS’ contribution to the establishment of The Gambia,
Mauritius and Namibia Competition Commissions has been
acknowledged by the respective Ministers.

It had earlier prepared competition toolkits for India, Vietnam,
Malawi, Namibia and Uganda.

Trade and Development
CUTS Centre for International Trade, Economics & Environment
(CUTS CITEE) made remarkable progress in implementing
various projects successfully as well as carrying out research
and advocacy programmes with greater commitment. It has been
at the forefront of working on the equitable international trading
system, especially trade negotiations and capacity building of
CSOs at the grassroots under World Trade Organisation (WTO)
Doha Round negotiations.

As a part of a study entitled ‘Doha Round Impacts on India: A
Study in a Sequential Dynamic CGE Framework’, it was
highlighted that India has an aggressive interest in regard to
agricultural trade liberalisation through the WTO. This
contradicts the results of earlier developed country studies on
the possible impact of WTO negotiations. The significant research
findings emanating from this intervention were brought to the
notice of all relevant stakeholders and it is expected that these
findings will provide critical inputs into shaping India’s
negotiating position at the WTO.

A book authored by Faizel Ismail, Head, South African delegation
at the WTO, and published jointly by CUTS and FES entitled
‘Reforming the WTO: Developing Countries in the Doha Round’
highlighted the need for reforms in the WTO to further the Doha
Round goal of development. A major recommendation was the
implementation of collaborative programmes involving WTO and
development oriented international organisations, such as the
UNCTAD.
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The recommendations highlighted significance of the reviews
conducted through the WTO Public Forum by CUTS CITEE in
the same year on progress made in facilitating inclusiveness of
least developed countries at the WTO.

Through a series of stakeholder consultations on Indo-Bangla
trade initiated by the Centre with the support of Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung (FES), India highlighted the potential for improvement
in bilateral and regional connectivity in bringing about mutually
beneficial economic integration in the North eastern sub sector
of South Asia. The consultations have led to the formation of a
sub-regional Independent Task Force on Connectivity and
Cooperation.

The Centre brought out reports/dossiers on opportunities and
challenges emerging for India in the area of economic cooperation
through negotiation of preferential trade agreements.

Through its flagship project, Grassroots Reachout & Networking
in India on Trade & Economics (GRANITE), the Centre
highlighted the implementation bottlenecks facing the National
Foreign Trade Policy. Based on a successful intervention made
through the GRANITE project, National Bank for Agricultural
and Rural Development has expressed its willingness to
collaborate with CUTS for uplifting the weaver community
engaged in producing Kota Doria sarees (a variety of textile) in
the Kota district of Rajasthan.

Noting the emergence of climate change as an important
development issue, the Centre brought out a CD in English
targeted towards urban citizens to enhance related awareness
and possible remedies. To buttress such awareness generation,
the Centre launched a research on food security implications of
climate change and initiated a scoping study.

CUTS was also the Indian partner of United Nations in a project
which focussed on building capacity among developing country
entrepreneurs to qualify for internationally accepted
environmental labels and thus leverage associated opportunities
for trade.

In addition, significant capacity building efforts were undertaken
in the field of Intellectual Property Rights and technology
diplomacy. Civil servants, scientists and technologists benefited
from the same.

Consumer Protection and Governance
Consumer protection is inherent in our work. Towards this,
CUTS implemented projects on awareness generation. Recently,
CUTS Centre for Consumer Action, Research & Training (CUTS
CART) signed Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry
of Consumer Affairs for taking this movement to grassroots
through equipping consumer activists and groups with required
skills in all seven divisions of Rajasthan to protect the consumers
under a project entitled, ‘Grassroots Reachout & Networking in
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Rajasthan through Consumer Action’ (GRANIRCA). The Centre
is also providing Complaint Handling, Information & Advisory
Services and handled around 80 consumer complaints during
the year.

CART strengthened its position as a major player in the South
Asian region through testing and utilising social accountability
(SAc) approaches and tools and is well equipped to work as a
resource agency.

The Centre is partnering with several international agencies
such as the World Bank, Partnership for Transparency Fund,
Results for Development etc. in the work for improving public
expenditure outcomes and enhancing transparency in flagship
welfare schemes/sectors and now entering in the area of public
procurement.

Having associated with several networks like South Asia Social
Accountability Network, Demand for Good Governance learning
network and International Budget Partnership, the Centre is
also playing an active role in developing various resource kits
and curriculum on SAc.

Being a member of the state advisory committee of Rajasthan
Electricity Regulatory Committee, the Centre regularly provide
inputs to the government in its decision making process.

A novel work on advocacy was done by the Centre to improve
pedestrian safety by highlighting the key flaws in the design of
Indian roads. It promoted realisation that pedestrians are an
integral part of the road transport system.

At the Grassroots
Through sustained advocacy and awareness campaigns,
empowerment of people, particularly women at the grassroots
has been one of the major focus areas of CUTS Centre for Human
Development (CUTS CHD), Chittorgarh, Rajasthan. Continuing
with its efforts to empower women under the overall objective
of ensuring socio-economic development and improved
livelihoods, CHD promoted 750 Self Help Groups (SHGs) with
the support of NABARD under SHGs Promotion and Bank
Linkages Project in Chittorgarh and Bhilwara districts of
Rajasthan.

To improve the Reproductive and Child Health (RCH) services
in the marginalised population of the un-served and under-
served areas, the Centre is working to improve the RCH
indicators in these areas.

CHD is working as the Mother NGO for Chittorgarh and Bhilwara
districts of Rajasthan, under the ‘National Rural Health Mission’
scheme of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare,
Government of India.
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The Centre’s work has been instrumental in improving the
quality of government schools in Chittorgarh so as to make them
more relevant and responsive to the needs of children by
promoting stakeholder participation (inclusive of children) in
education planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation.

The Centre’s work on quality education and child rights
protection is supported by Save the Children through projects
entitled, ‘Improving Quality of Elementary Education’ and
‘Stronger Voice to excluded Children in Government & NGO
Policies and Programmes’, respectively. The Centre was
recommended for an award by the District Education Officer
for making extraordinary contribution in the field of education
of Chittorgarh district.

Durga Kumari, President of Ghagsa Bal Panchayat (village level
forum for children) – a CUTS initiative in Chittorgarh, Rajasthan
– was felicitated by Girija Vyas, Member of Parliament and
Chairperson, National Commission for Women for protesting
against her own child marriage. Ever since Durga has been
working fervently against the social evil of child marriage in
nearby rural areas.

Overseas Accomplishments
CUTS Geneva Resource Centre’s (CUTS GRC) Stakeholder
Forum, comprising high level members from all over Europe
acknowledged CUTS’ core competence of bringing grassroots-
based research and advocacy to the national and international
stakeholders and some of them offered to collaborate in these
and other initiatives.

CUTS Hanoi Resource Centre’s (CUTS HRC) contribution to the
drafting process of a law on consumer protection for Vietnam
has been recognised and highly appreciated by the Minister of
Trade and Industry of Vietnam in his written submission to the
National Assembly.

The Capacity Building for Private Sector Development project
implemented by CUTS Africa Resource Centre (CUTS ARC),
Lusaka aims to establish the ‘missing link’ between competition
enforcement, on one hand, and achieving desirable impacts for
common Zambian consumers, on the other.

CUTS ARC, Nairobi has signed an MoU with the East African
Community (EAC) in January 2010, with a view to undertake
joint research and capacity building of stakeholders in the region
among others, on trade and development, competition policy
and law and climate change issues. CUTS would share its views
on relevant policy issues with the EAC, based on its analysis of
the impact of such policies on consumers in the member states.
This is expected to result in better grounded socio-economic
policies in the region
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Growing Recognition
The Central Electricity Regulatory Commission has empanelled
CUTS as a consumer representative to protect the interests of
electricity consumers which would also help in making consumer
advocacy effective as well. It has also been nominated by Harish
Chandra Mathur Rajasthan State Institute of Public
Administration, Centre for Good Governance for undertaking
evaluation of various government schemes.

I am extremely grateful to all the partner organisations, funding
agencies, individuals and institutions, experts and academia,
and government departments and private groups for their
continued support and good wishes. Equally important have
been the efforts of CUTS staff who collectively contributed
immensely towards making CUTS an internationally recognised
organisation. I hope they will continue to support us in our
future endeavours.

Jaipur Pradeep S Mehta
March 2011 Secretary General
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CUTS was established in 1983 as a small group of concerned
citizens. Since then it has been working towards bridging the
gap between the people at the grassroots and the international
policymaking community. Today, it is a leading consumer
organisation in India. More importantly, CUTS is now at the
cutting edge of the consumer movement, not only in India but
also in other parts of the world. The organisation focuses its
programmes on the following five areas:
• Consumer Protection
• International Trade & Development
• Competition, Investment & Economic Regulation
• Human Development
• Consumer Safety

Historical Perspective
CUTS began from a rural development initiative, a wall
newspaper, Gram Gadar (Village Revolution). As the organisation’s
mouthpiece, Gram Gadar is published regularly and reaches every
nook and corner of Rajasthan, even to the remote villages where
radio is the only medium of communication. It has been
instrumental in providing a forum for providing justice to the
oppressed classes at the grassroots.

Objectives
CUTS, as an advocacy and research organisation, aims:
• to initiate, undertake and aid directly or through its affiliated

bodies, schemes for the furtherance of consumer and public
welfare, including those relating to environment, healthcare,
general awareness, empowerment and socio-economic
development;

• to promote, organise and assist measures for the availability
of consumer commodities and services, including those
relating to environment, healthcare, general awareness,
empowerment and socio-economic development;

• to study consumer and public interest/welfare problems and
evolve remedies, including those relating to environment,
healthcare, general awareness, empowerment and socio-
economic development;

• to publish studies, periodicals, reports and other literature
relating to consumer commodities and services, including
those relating to environment, healthcare, general awareness,
empowerment and socio-economic development;

• to undertake, research and case studies in respect of
consumer commodities and services public interest/welfare,
including those relating to environment, healthcare, general
awareness, empowerment and socio-economic development;

• to advise and if necessary, assist government and the
concerned authorities in framing and enforcing laws to
safeguard the interests of the consumer and citizen, including

About CUTS

CUTS is just over 25 years
young. The world is
changing for the better
because of CUTS, but
more, much more is
needed before we can dare
to say job done.

Allan Asher
Chief Executive Officer

Australian Communications
Consumers Action Network

In last 25 years of existence
CUTS has done some
remarkable work in the
field of consumer
awareness and for
protection of consumer
rights. In fact, CUTS was
involved with transport
planning of the Jaipur city
and was helping out JDA to
formulate a proper
transport plan for the city (I
happened to be the
Commissioner of JDA at
that time). I wish CUTS all
success in their future
endeavours.

D B Gupta
Principal Secretary to

Government
Devasthan Department

Jaipur, India
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DRC

Adviser

Coordinator

Staff Assts

CITEE

Head/Deputy Head

Policy Analysts/
Researchers/Fellows

Programme Officers

Staff Assts

those relating to environment, healthcare, general
awareness, empowerment and socio-economic development;
and

• to disseminate knowledge and information and to educate
the public regarding consumer and public interest/welfare
problems and programmes on a scientific basis, including
those relating to environment, healthcare, general
awareness, empowerment and economic development.

Vision Statement
‘Consumer sovereignty in the framework of social justice and
equality within and across borders’

Organisational Development
From a small voluntary group of concerned citizens operating
out of a garage on a zero budget to an international NGO, the
journey is marked with healthy growth. The year 2009-10 was
marked by important organisational developments within the
country and abroad. CUTS’ centres are broadly divided into
two distinct categories:
• Programme Centres; and
• Resource Centres.

It has as always been
refresh to interact with
CUTS. The work is
insightful and wishing you
all the best.

Geeta Gouri
Member

Competition Commission of
India

  Organisational Structure

General Body
(Meets once a year and receives the annual report and audited accounts,

elects the executive every fourth year and approves broad policy directions)

Executive Committee
(Meets at least twice a year, take policy decisions, and approve budgets, etc.)

Secretary General
(Appointed by the Executive Committee as the chief executive officer of the organisation, receives

instructions from the board, implements all programmes and oversees administration)

Executive Director/Dy. Executive Director
Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ

CART

Head/Deputy Head

Co-ordinators

Programme Officers

Staff Assts

CHD

Co-ordinator

Field Officers

Field Staff

Õ
Õ

Õ

C-CIER

Head/Deputy Head

Policy Analysts/
Researchers/Fellows

Programme Officers

Staff Assts

Õ

Õ Õ

Õ
Õ

CRC

Adviser

Programme Officers

Staff Assts

ARCs
(Lusaka & Nairobi)

Researchers/
Programme Officers

Staff Assts

Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ Õ

HRC

Director

Researchers

Staff Assts

Õ

Õ

GRC

Director/
Dy. Director

Researchers

Staff Assts

Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ
Õ

Rajeev D Mathur
Executive Director

Bipul Chatterjee
Deputy Executive
Director & Head,

CITEE

Programme Centres
• Centre for International Trade, Economics & Environment

(CITEE), Jaipur, India
• Centre for Consumer Action, Research & Training (CART),

Jaipur, India
• Centre for Human Development (CHD), Chittorgarh, India
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• Centre for Competition, Investment & Economic Regulation
(CCIER), Jaipur, India

Resource Centres
• Calcutta Resource Centre (CRC), Calcutta, India
• Africa Resource Centre (ARC), Lusaka, Zambia
• Delhi Resource Centre (DRC), New Delhi, India
• Africa Resource Centre (ARC), Nairobi, Kenya
• Hanoi Resource Centre (HRC), Hanoi, Vietnam

Meeting of the General Body
The General Body Meeting was held on October 13, 2009 in
which the Annual Report and audited accounts were presented.

Executive Committee Meeting
Meeting of the Executive Committee was held on October 13,
2009 where internal policy matters, progress made and budget
were reviewed.

Human Resource Development
During the year, Suresh P Singh, Natasha Gupta, Joseph George,
Komal Minhas, Vikas Asawat, Shruti Mittal, Ranjan Yadav,
Shikha Vyas, Atul Mehta, Samir Bhattacharya, Shyam Sunder
Vijay, Anurag Srivastava, Pavitra Khandelwal joined CUTS at
Jaipur.

Yogesh Parashar, Dinesh Sharma, Ashish Tripathi, Shanti Lal
Dangi, Meena Pareek, Paarth Joshi, Rehana Parveen, Sumitra
Garg, Gopal Lal Meghwal, Chanda Jat, Piyush Baranwal joined
CUTS Chittorgarh office. Vijay Singh joined Delhi Resource
Centre.

Julien Mukiibi joined CUTS Geneva Resource Centre. Cornelius
Dube joined Africa Resource Centre, Lusaka. Nguyen Thanh Ha
joined Hanoi Resource Centre.

CUTS Website
CUTS has developed a comprehensive website with an URL
www.cuts-international.org. It has useful links and hyperlinks
leading to its various Programme and Resource Centres that
provide an insight into the individual sub-domains. Main page
mirrors the broad outline about the organisation and its activities.
In addition, it provides valuable information on the following
areas:
• Projects and events;
• Media articles and press releases;
• Current initiatives; and
• Advocacy campaigns.

CUTS Library and Documentation Department
CUTS library and documentation department plays a vital role
in supporting in-house research work by facilitating access to
relevant information sources.

L N Sharma
Senior Accounts

Officer

Sudhir Kumar
Accounts Officer

Manish Pareek
Assistant Accounts

Officer

G C Jain
Assistant Director

(Finance &
Administration)

Ruchi Sharma
Senior HR/

Administrative Officer

Mukesh Tyagi
DTP Officer

S K Soni
Administrative Officer

Rajkumar Trivedi
DTP Assistant
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The Library
CUTS library has an extensive collection of books, journals,
research reports, working papers, monographs, briefing papers
and pamphlets in the fields of economics, economic development,
foreign direct investment (FDI), competition, poverty, industry,
international trade, trade and development, trade and
environment, energy, agriculture, law, consumerism etc. It
subscribes 22 journals/magazines and more than 10
newspapers. It also contains wide collection of CDs/audio-videos/
photographs.

Information Unit
This unit has a database, which is a collection of international,
national and grassroots level organisations including inter-
governmental organisations, governmental organisations and
non-governmental organisations (NGOs). It contains Postal
Mailing Lists (ML), Electronic List (EL), and Visiting Cards.
Information Unit is responsible for providing mailing list(s) to
the dispatch section in label format.

Infrastructural Development
Considerable investments were made on information technology
and office equipments. New books were added to the library.
The number of computers increased from 45 to 68 and some of
the existing computers were upgraded for compatibility. Heavy
duty centralised printers were installed. Centralised Network
and Internet connectivity was provided. High-end electronic
gadgets like routers at all the three offices at Jaipur to control
the Internet bandwidth and fight spam in order to give users
non-stop browsing and increase the productivity, were
purchased.

Capacity Building of the Staff
• Siddhartha Mitra attended strategic consultation meeting

organised by Oxfam in New Delhi, on April 29-30, 2009.
• Samir Bhattacharya attended a workshop on translation

(English to French and French to English) organised by French
Embassy in India, New Delhi during March 08-13, 2010.

• Om Prakash Arya and Khushboo Parnami attended a training
Course on ‘Gender Budgeting’ organised by Women and Child
Resource Centre, HCM RIPA, Jaipur, Rajasthan, May 20-22,
2009.

• Amarjeet Singh facilitated a session on ‘New strategies for
Good Governance and Consumer Protection’ in a training
programme organised by HCM RIPA for the senior and middle
government officials on ‘Consumer Protection and Good
Governance’ in Jaipur, on September 25, 2009.

Donor Agencies
CUTS maintains an interactive association with various donor
agencies both at the national and international levels. The
organisation receives funds from national as well as international
agencies to implement various development projects and
programmes. Through judicious use of funds, the organisation

CUTS is well-known
internationally and I am
happy that I would visit it
and meet some of the
people, who under Pradeep
Mehta’s leadership, have
done such fine work on
consumer protection,
competition, trade and
related issues

Nitin Desai
Former Secretary General,

United Nations

I am very much impressed
by the intelligence and
drive of CUTS’ staff. I had
an interesting and very
pleasant visit. Also
impressed by the progress
I heard about in putting
competition on the Indian
policy agenda.

L Alan Winters
The World Bank

Madhuri Vasnani
Publications Officer

Sweepthish Jayan
IT Officer

Akhlaq Ahmed
Assistant Web-

designer

Richa Bhatnagar
Assistant

Editor
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pursues and strengthens its various functional areas. During
2008-09, the main funding agencies for the organisation have
been categorised into two: the governmental sector donors and
the non-governmental sector donors.

The government sector donors include: Department for
International Development (DFID), UK; Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA), New Delhi; various Ministries of
Government of India (GoI); Government of Rajasthan;
Government of the Netherlands; Norwegian Agency for
Development and Cooperation (NORAD), Norway; Swiss Agency
for Development Cooperation (SDC), Berne and New Delhi; Swiss
Agency for International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA),
Stockholm; United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), Geneva; European Commission (EC);
World Health Organisation (WHO), New Delhi; and United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA), New Delhi.

The non-governmental sector donors include: Oxfam GB in India;
Novib the Netherlands; Save the Children, UK; Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung (FES), Germany; International Development Research
Centre (IDRC), Canada; and Commonwealth Foundation, UK.
As its best practice, CUTS makes consistent efforts to establish
long-term working relations with donors.

Executive Committee Members
1. M L Mehta, President
2. Pradeep S Mehta, Secretary General
3. Ajit Singh, Secretary cum Treasurer
4. Ganga R Singh, Member
5. N C Pahariya, Member
6. Asha Bhatnagar, Member
7. V V Singh, Member
8. Usha Jumani, Member
9. K B Singh, Member
10. Kishore Rungta, Member

Remuneration/honorarium is only provided to Pradeep S Mehta,
Secretary General, CUTS and Ajit Singh, Secretary cum Treasurer

Lokpal Jangir
Documentation

Officer

Vikram Singh
Rathore

Documentation
Assistant

Slab of gross Male Staff Female Staff Total Staff
monthly salary
(in P) plus
benefits paid
to staff

<5000 7 4 11

5001-10000 15 3 18

10001-25000 32 5 37

25001-50000 9 4 13

>50000 4 0 4

Total 67 16 83
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Major Events and Activities

A Mid-Term Review Meeting under the project entitled, ‘Capacity Building on
Electricity Reforms in Bangladesh, India and Nepal’ (RESA) in Jaipur, on April 01-
02, 2009

A breakout session on ‘Least Developed Countries (LDCs) in the Crisis: Specific
Challenges and Solutions’ jointly with Oxfam International Geneva Office, in Geneva,
on May 18, 2009

A state level advocacy meeting to mark the culmination of the project entitled,
‘Tobacco Control Campaign by Mobilising Key Stakeholders in Rajasthan’ in Jaipur,
on May 12, 2009

Hosted the 2009 mid-year conference of the Asian Competition Forum, in Hanoi,
on May 26, 2009

A conference entitled, ‘Looking at Future Challenges of the International Trade
Regime from South Asian Perspectives’ in Jaipur, on June 22, 2009

A conference entitled, ‘Trade, Development and Poverty Linkages: Lessons and
Future Directions’ in Jaipur, on June 23, 2009

An international conference on ‘Political Economy of Competition & Regulation in
Developing Countries’ in Jaipur, on June 24, 2009

Launch meeting of the project entitled, ‘Stronger Voice to Excluded Children in
Government & NGO Policies and Programmes’ in Chittorgarh, on July 28, 2009

A national consultation under the project entitled ‘Strengthening the Consumer
Movement in Vietnam’, in Da Nang, on July 31, 2009

A stakeholder consultation on ‘Indo-Bangla Trade: Focus on the North East’ in
Agartala, on August 09, 2009

A divisional level advocacy meeting under the project ‘Crafting the Market for SAc
Approaches & Tools in the Supply side Constituencies through Strategic
Communication and Dissemination (CAPSAc)’in Kota, on August 19, 2009

An international conference entitled, ‘Improving Ownership through Inclusive Trade
Policy Making Processes: Lessons from Africa’ under the FEATS project in Geneva,
on October 01, 2009

A second round of National Reference Group (NRG) meetings on Competition Policy
and Law issues under 7Up4 project in seven countries of West Africa – Burkina
Faso, The Gambia, Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal and Togo, during October-
November 2009

A seminar entitled, ‘Four Years of RTI in India: Challenges in implementation in
Rajasthan’ in Jaipur, on October 23, 2009

2009

April 01-02

May 18

May 12

May 26

June 22

June 23

June 24

July 28

July 13

August 09

August 19

October 01

October-
November

October 23

Major Highlights of the Year 2009-10

Striving towards new challenges and new thinking, CUTS focused on its core functional
areas during the year 2009-10. Some of the major activities are listed below:

Programmes & Events

Contd..
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Research & Publications
• Trade-Development-Poverty Linkages: Reflections from

Selected Asian and Sub-Saharan African Countries – Volume
II Sector Case Studies was published under the ‘Linkages
between Trade, Development and Poverty Reduction’ (TDP)
project. This is the second volume published in the series.
The sectoral studies conducted in the 13 TDP countries
identify the factors that need to accompany trade openness
for it to become an engine of economic development and
poverty alleviation.

• A Discussion Paper entitled, ‘Informal Sector and Competition:
A Comprehensive Agenda for Research and Action’
recommends that the decision to formalise the informal sector
should be based on a cost-benefit analysis.

• Reflections on Global Partnership for Development: Reality
and Potential is a compilation of the papers presented during
the course of the conference on the Global Partnership for
Development (GPD). The papers received examine diverse
aspects of the GPD from different angles – the opportunities
for facilitating it, the various barriers that impede its
facilitation and how these can be overcome.

Major Events and Activities2009

November 20

November 27

2010

December 03

January 05

February 23

February 22

March 04

March 17

An international conference on ‘Interface between Competition Policy & Law
Business Strategy’ in New Delhi, on November 25-26, 2009. Salman Khurshid,
Hon’ble Minister (Independent Charge) for Corporate Affairs released a CUTS
publication entitled, ‘Competition Law in India – A Toolkit’ on the occasion

Launch of a joint CUTS-FES publication entitled, ‘Reforming the World Trade
Organization: Developing Countries in the Doha Round’ in Geneva, on November
27, 2009. The publication is authored by Faizel Ismail, head of South African
mission to the WTO

A seminar entitled, ‘Regulatory Reform and Building Governance Capacities in
India’ in New Delhi, on December 03, 2009

A one-day animator training under the project entitled, ‘Stronger Voice to Excluded
Children in Government and NGO Policies and Programmes’ in Chittorgarh, on
January 05, 2010

A mid-term dissemination meeting under the project entitled ‘Reforming the
Processes in the Rural Development Department through Policy and Civic
Engagement, based on RTI Act 2005’ (RePoRDD) in Jaipur, on February 23, 2010

A one-day Teachers’ Orientation on Social Exclusion and Child Rights under the
project entitled ‘Stronger Voice to Excluded Children in Government & NGO Policies
and Programmes’ in Chittorgarh, on February 22, 2010

A seminar entitled Doha Round Impacts on India: A Study in a Sequential Dynamic
CGE Framework in New Delhi, on March 04, 2010

Launch meeting of a new project entitled ‘Grassroots Reachout & Networking in
Rajasthan through Consumer Action’ (GRANIRCA) in Jaipur, on March 17, 2010
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• Another Research Report, ‘Creating Regulators is not the End,
Key is the Regulatory Process’ focuses on the regulatory
process and examines how regulation actually works in a
cross-section of developing countries that have taken
significant step towards liberalisation and commercialisation.

• Towards More Inclusive Trade Policy Making: Process and
Role of Stakeholders in Select African Countries presents the
status of inclusiveness of trade policy-making processes and
the role and constraints of various groups of stakeholders in
FEATS project countries: Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda
and Zambia.

• A Discussion Paper entitled, ‘Dimensions of Competition Policy
and Law in Emerging Economies’ identify inadequate
awareness and lack of competition culture as stumbling blocks
to the successful adoption of competition policy and law by
emerging economies.

• Comparative Study of Regulatory Framework for
Infrastructure Sector – Lessons for India analyses and
compares the institutional and governance aspects of
regulatory frameworks in seven countries: Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Philippines, South Africa, Sri Lanka and UK. On the
basis of such comparison lessons are identified for India.

• Consumer Empowerment in Electricity Reforms – A Review
from South Asia reviews the status of consumer participation
in the regulatory reform process in the project countries,
namely, Bangladesh, India (Rajasthan and West Bengal) and
Nepal.

• Tapping the Untapped: Renewing the Nation – Focus on
renewable sources especially solar energy addresses various
problems caused by the usage of conventional sources of
energy i.e. fossil fuels, and the benefits of increasing
dependence on non-conventional/renewable sources for our
energy requirements.

• One issue note for Parliamentarians’ Forum on Economic
Policy Issues (PARFORE) entitled, ‘Social Sector Budgeting:
Higher Allocations Mask Poor Utilisation was published.

• Two toolkits entitled, ‘Competition Law in India: A Toolkit’
and ‘Competition Law in Malawi: A Toolkit’ were also
published.

Advocacy & Networking
• A training programme on Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs)

and World Trade Organisation (WTO) related issues in Jaipur,
during May 25-29, 2009

• A three-day training workshop on competition law
enforcement under the project entitled, ‘Strengthening
Constituencies for Effective Competition Regimes in Select
West African Countries’ (7Up4) in Lome, on December 16-18,
2009

• A three-day regional training workshop on competition law
enforcement under the 7Up4 project in Abuja, during January
13-15, 2010
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Representations

Place & Date

London, UK,
June 08, 2009

Paris, France
June 15, 2009

Geneva,
Switzerland,
July 08, 2009

Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam
July 28, 2009

Lusaka,
Zambia, July
31, 2009

Johannesburg,
South Africa,
August 17-19,
2009

October 31,
2009, Kolkata,
India

Event/Organiser

Inter-Trade Conference
during the World Trade
Week-International
Conference on Trade

Corporate Responsibility
Roundtable on ‘Consumer
Empowerment and Business
Behaviour: A Win-Win
Relationship’, organised by
the OECD

Second Global Aid for Trade
Review

‘Stakeholder workshop on
Corporate Social
Responsibility’ convened by
ANZ Vietnam, HRC’s bank

Consultative workshop to
analyse draft Competition
and Consumer Protection
Policy organised by the
Zambia Competition
Commission and Ministry of
Commerce Trade & Industry

First African Dialogue
Consumer Protection
Conference entitled ‘African
Consumer Protection in the
Midst of the International
Financial Crises’ organised
by the South African
Department of Trade and
Industry and the US Federal
Trade Commission

‘Bt Brinjal, as India’s first
GM food crop’ organised by
Development Research
Communication and
Services Centre (DRCSC)

Issue/Objective

Demonstrate the vital
importance of trade and
maintain momentum post of
the G20 London Summit and
help highlight the choices
that business, policy makers
and communities can make
to ensure world trade is
sustained

Presented a paper at the
conference

Made an intervention on the
importance of taking into
account soft infrastructure
needs of developing countries
while developing big ticket
hard infrastructure projects

Presentation on ‘How to
promote consumer welfare in
banking and financial
services’

Invite comments from
members of the public in
order to come up with the
final document on
competition and consumer
protection policy

Made two presentations
entitled ‘Strengthening
Regional Consumer
Movements to Face the
Challenges of the Future:
Funding, Training, and
Government Commitment’ and
‘Overview of African Consumer
Protection Legal Frameworks
and Common Consumer
Protection Challenges’

Build a platform that will
campaign to make the
consumers aware of the
negative effects of GM crops
to stop GM food production

Participant(s)

Angela Mwape
Mulenga

Pradeep S Mehta

Atul Kaushik

Pham Thi Queh
Anh

Simon Ng’ona

Clement Onyango

Sushanta
Banerjee

Contd...
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Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

October 27, 2009,
Chittorgarh, India

November 19,
2009, Jaipur, India

Jaipur, India, 04
November 2009

Arusha, Tanzania,
November 26-27,
2009

Geneva,
Switzerland,
December 01,
2009

December 17-18,
2009, New Delhi,
India

Hanoi,
Vietnam, January
22, 2010

Paris, France,
February 18-22,
2010

Dhaka,
Bangladesh,
March 07-11, 2010

Nairobi, Kenya
March 11-12, 2010

Meeting of Consumer
Protection Council organised
by district administration
Chittorgarh

State level Workshop
organised by Indira Gandhi
Panchayati Raj & Gramin
Vikas Sansthan, Jaipur

Climate Change; Voices from
rain fed regions” organised
by CECOEDECON

Fourth TRAPCA conference
on the theme ‘Looking Ahead:
Implications of the Global
Economic Crisis on the Trade
Activity Path for Developing
Countries’

FES Event on Global
Economic Governance
Scenarios organised by FES
Geneva Office

Consultative Workshop on
‘Food Security in South Asia:
Identifying Key Research
Priorities’ organised by
International Development
Research Centre (IDRC)

Vietnam Distribution – Retail
Market Forum organised by
the Association of Vietnam
Retailers (AVR) in
cooperation with Vietnam
Economic News

OECD Global Competition
Forum

A five-day workshop on
‘Social Accountability Tools
and Approaches’ organised
by Affiliated Network for
Social Accountability – South
Asia Region and Global
Partnership Fund (ANSA –
SAR & Global)

Launch meeting of the Africa
Competition Forum

Review the progress of
‘Shuddh ke liye Yuddh’
campaign and various
other schemes and
programmes related to
consumer protection

‘Experience Sharing in
Capacity Building of
PRIs’

Presentation on Global
Economic Governance
2020 Scenarios

Identify the core
research issues for
IDRC for the next five
years

Discussed the structure
of the ACF and also its
future work programme

Contd...

Ashish Tripathi

Madan Giri
Goswami

Shruti Mittal

Samson Awino
Fredrick Njehu

Rashid S Kaukab

Keya Ghosh

Nguyen
Thanh Ha

Siddhartha Mitra

George Cheriyan
Om Prakash Arya

Rijit Sengupta
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Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

Honours & Achievements
• Empanelled by CIRC as a consumer representative to protect

the interests of electricity consumers which would also help
in making consumer advocacy effective as well

• Nominated by the Harish Chandra Mathur Rajasthan State
Institute of Public Administration, Centre for Good
Governance for undertaking evaluation of various government
schemes.

Washington DC,
March 23-29, 2010

• A peer review workshop on
TAP organised under the
TAP project on March 23-
26, 2010

• Participated and made a
presentation in an event
‘Demanding Good
Governance – Inside & Out’
organised by the World
Bank, on March 25, 2010

• A seminar organised by the
Global Health Council
(GHC) entitled ‘Civil Society
– The Missing Link in
Health Systems’ on March
29, 2010

Governance George Cheriyan
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CUTS Centre for International Trade, Economics

& Environment (CITEE)

CUTS Centre for International Trade, Economics & Environment
(CITEE) is a programme centre of CUTS International, a civil
society organisation dealing with issues of trade, regulation and
governance, headquartered in Jaipur, India, with presence all
over the developing world and important centres in the developed
world.

CUTS CITEE was established in 1996, with the aim of being a
global level institution for research and advocacy on multilateral
trade and sustainable development issues and has been working
on issues related to trade and economics. The centre’s philosophy
is “liberalisation yes, but with safety nets”. In the early 1990s,
when the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) was at its peak, CUTS got involved with trade
and economic issues (including regulatory issues such as
competition policy and investment).

The Mission of CITEE is Pursuing economic equity and social
justice within and across borders by persuading governments
and empowering people.

The main objective of the Centre is to enable and empower
representatives of civil society, especially from developing
countries, to articulate and advocate on relevant issues at
appropriate fora and thus create a questioning society,
characterised by transparent and accountable institutions.
Simultaneously, it also tries to promote equity within and across
developed and developing countries through network-based
research and advocacy on emerging and relevant issues.

CITEE aims to achieve its mission and objectives by means of
three inter-linked functions: research, advocacy and networking.
Capacity building of civil society organisations (CSOs) and other
stakeholders, especially from developing and least developed
countries (LDCs) cuts across these functions. CITEE is regarded
as a key research and advocacy group working on issues of trade
and development of interest to developing countries. CITEE
operates closely with other CUTS centres to strengthen upward
and downward linkages on critical trade and economic policy
issues involving policymakers and civil society.

Simi T Balakrishnan
Assistant

Policy Analyst

Vishwajit Habbu
Programme Officer

Archana Jatkar
Policy Analyst

Siddhartha Mitra
Research Director

& Head, CITEE

Suresh P Singh
Policy Analyst

Joseph George
Research Associate

Shruti Mittal
Research Assistant
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Advisory Board

Ladli Prasad Katara
Personal Assistant

T N Srinivasan, Professor of Economics, Yale
University, US

Jagdish Bhagwati, Professor, Economics and Political
Science, Columbia University, New York, US

L Alan Winters, Professor of Economics, University
of Sussex, UK

Dianna Tussie, Senior Research Fellow, Latin
American School of Social Sciences (FLACSO), Buenos
Aires, Argentina

Ann Weston, Vice-President and Research
Coordinator, The North-South Institute, Ottawa,
Canada

Dominique Njinkeu, Executive Director, Lawyers and
Economists Against Poverty (ILEAP), Canada

Jean-Pierre Lehmann, Professor, International
Political Economy and Founding Director of Evian
Group at IMD, Lausanne

Pradeep S Mehta, Secretary General, CUTS
International

M Supperamaniam, Adviser, Federation of Malaysian
Manufacturers, Kuala Lumpur

Veena Jha, Visiting Professor, Institute of Advanced
Studies, University of Warwick and Fellow,
International Development Research Centre (IDRC)

Chairman

Members

Programme Areas
• WTO Issues
• Regional Economic Cooperation
• Developmental Issues: Trade, Environment, Pro-poor Growth
• Capacity-building: A Cross Cutting Issue

Projects
• Welfare Impacts of the Doha Round Agreement on India
• State Business Relationship (SBR) in Indian States under

the IPPG Project
• South Asian Forum for International Trade (SAFIT) Phase III
• Training Programmes on IPRs and Related WTO Issues
• Enabling Developing Countries to Seize Eco-Label

Opportunities
• A Scoping Study on the Impact of Climate Change and Food

Insecurity on Poverty
• Grassroots Reachout & Networking in India on Trade &

Economics (GRANITE) Phase II
• Linkages between Trade, Development & Poverty Reduction

(TDP)

Kritika Kapil
Research Associate

Anutosh Biswas
Programme Officer

Pavitra Khandelwal
Assistant

Programme Officer
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• A Ten Year Framework of Programmes on Sustainable
Consumption and Production (SCP) Patterns (10YFP)

• Mainstreaming International Trade into National Development
Strategy: A Pilot Project in Bangladesh and India (MINTDEV)

• India and Regional Economic Cooperation (REC) in South and
South East Asia

Welfare Impacts of the Doha Round Agreement on India
The Doha Development Round (DDR) of negotiations under the
WTO will have profound and far-reaching impact on developing
countries like India. Therefore, a research project entitled Doha
Round Impacts on India: A Study in a Sequential Dynamic CGE
Framework was initiated by CUTS to examine the impact of DDR
on the economy of India.

The specific objectives of the project were to examine the impact
of agricultural trade liberalisation and non-agricultural market
access (NAMA) under the Doha negotiations; explore the
combined effect of agricultural and NAMA negotiations; and study
the impact of liberalisation of the domestic services sectors. The
Centre engaged Selim Raihan and Bazlul Haque Khondker of
Department of Economics, University of Dhaka for carrying out
the following research components of the project:
(i) Review and modification of Social Accounting Matrix (SAM)

for India;
(ii) Numerical specification and parameterisation of the static

and dynamic CGE models;
(iii) Simulation design and conduct;
(iv) Construction of poverty module;
(v) Analysis of simulation outcomes; and
(vi) Final report and policy briefs.

The research report would be completed in November 2010, which
would contain detailed analysis and important policy
recommendations for framing favourable negotiating positions
for India. The report would not only be useful for guiding India’s
participation in the Doha Round negotiations but would
encourage other developing countries to also undertake similar
studies so that participation of the developing world in the WTO
process becomes more productive and promotes their self interest
better.

Advocacy & Networking
• A seminar was organised in Geneva on December 01, 2009

with the twin objectives of disseminating the policy
implications emerging out of the study so as to make informed
decisions regarding the DDR and motivating similar research
studies on other developing countries.

• The Centre with the collaboration of the Centre for WTO
Studies, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade organised the
presentation of the research report in New Delhi on March
04, 2010.
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Research & Publications
Research Report
• Doha Round Impacts on India: A Study in a Sequential

Dynamic CGE Framework

Briefing Paper
• New Insights into the Impact of the Doha Round on the Indian

Economy Results of a Recent CUTS Study

State Business Relationship (SBR) in Indian States
under the IPPG Project
While growth has accelerated in India since the 1980s, the
outcomes with respect to growth and poverty reduction have
differed widely across Indian states. The differential paths of
Indian states with respect to poverty reduction and economic
growth since the reforms of the 1980s and 1990s seem to be
related, to some degree, with the nature of SBRs at the state
level.

In this context, the University of Manchester, UK and CUTS
have undertaken a study to assess SBRs across Indian states
over the post-independence period and its impact on growth
and growth-related outcomes in the state economy. Both
organisations are a part of the Research Consortium on Improving
Institutions for Pro-Poor Growth, based at the Institute for
Development Policy and Management, School of Environment
and Development, University of Manchester, formerly at the
London School of Economics, London. The duration of the study
was of one-and-a-half-year, i.e. June 2008-December 2009.

The study constructed a state-level measure of SBRs for 16 major
Indian states. The index construction was based on secondary
as well as primary data collected through extensive interviews
with business associations as well as state ministries in the
state capitals. The index will be used to analyse the relationship
between state business relations and growth across Indian states
and gradually at the macro level. The specific objectives of this
research were to understand the nature of formal and informal
interactions between the state and business across states in
India, and how the institutions governing these have evolved
over time; and understand the effects of different types of state
business relations on measures of economic performance.

Advocacy & Networking
• A three day workshop was organised in Jaipur during

December 15-17, 2009 to share emerging findings and lessons
from the African and Indian case studies on the evolution
and forms of both formal and informal institutional
interactions between states and businesses. The workshop
also explored the policy implications of the research findings
and discussed ways to communicate the research more
effectively and monitor its impact on research users.

• A seminar entitled ‘Effective State Business Relations: When
Does it Happen and Why Does it Matter?’ was organised by
the Centre on December 18, 2010, with the objective of
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presenting the findings of the project research and the
implications thereof for policy.

Research & Publications
Research Papers
• Measuring the Effectiveness of State Business Relations in

India
• SBR and Economic Growth Across Indian States

South Asian Forum for International Trade (SAFIT)
Phase III
The phase three of the project entitled ‘South Asian Forum for
International Trade (SAFIT-III)’ was launched in February 2010.
The first two phases of the project had the twin objectives of
promoting incisiveness in trade policy making in five select South
Asian countries and providing inputs to arrive at a possible
common South Asian negotiating position in regard to the Doha
Development Round of the WTO, which if and when concluded
will have significant implications for international trade and
national development, especially for developing countries. In the
third phase, research will be carried out to determine how ground
realities relevant for the negotiating interests of South Asian
countries have changed. The results thereof would then be used
to review the common South Asian negotiating position arrived
at through SAFIT I and II and appropriate capacity building efforts
would be undertaken along with advocacy of policy
recommendations.

The project will cover five South Asian countries viz. Bangladesh,
India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka and focus on five trade
negotiation topics viz., (i) Agriculture, (ii) NAMA, (iii) Services,
(iv) Trade Facilitation and (v) Development Dimensions.

The long term objective of the project is to generate negotiating
inputs and assist negotiators and policy makers of the
programme countries to use such inputs in the Doha Round
negotiations. Trade policy makers and negotiators of the
programme countries as well as NGOs and civil society groups
engaged in trade and development issues in South Asia will be
the direct beneficiaries of this project.

Training Programmes on IPRs and Related WTO Issues
Training programmes on IPRs and Related WTO Issues were
organised with the support of the Department of Science and
Technology, Government of India in order to build the capacity
of scientists and technologists working with various departments,
institutes and research laboratories of the Government of India.
Two training programmes were conducted in Jaipur, on May
25-29, 2009; and January 11-15, 2010 respectively.

These training programmes helped facilitate an overview of the
basic principles of multilateral trading system (MTS) enshrined
in the WTO and an understanding of the trade rules that apply
to IPRs under its Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
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Rights (TRIPs) Agreement. The methodology
adopted for undertaking the training
programme included lectures, case analysis,
simulation exercises, interaction with experts,
group discussions, etc.

These five-day training programmes covered
broadly an overview of the WTO, an overview
of the WTO Agreement on TRIPs, IPRs, Energy
and Climate Change, Patents in the TRIPs
Agreement and the Indian law, Geographical
indications in India, trademark copyrights
and related rights in India, implications of
IPRs for developing countries, basic features
of the Indian Copyright Act, the Indian Patent
Act, Relationship of IPRs with biotechnology,
traditional knowledge and access and benefit
sharing, Intellectual Property Management,

a brief overview of other IPR laws in India, relationship of IPRs
with biotechnology, traditional knowledge and access and benefit
sharing, patent drafting, and negotiations in the WTO on IPR
issues.

Resource persons comprised eminent experts, practitioners and
academicians in the field of advance IPR, WTO related issues
and patent writing.

Enabling Developing Countries to Seize Eco-Label
Opportunities
The Sustainable Consumption and Production Branch of the
United Nations Environment Programme’s (UNEP) Division of
Technology, Industry and Economics together with other National
partners initiated a project, co-funded by the European
Commission within the EuropeAid programme and the Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (Germany)
aimed at promoting eco-labelling in emerging economies. CUTS
is the national partner from India. The project involves several
countries: Brazil, China, India, Kenya, Mexico and South Africa.
The duration of the project is of four years, i.e. July 2007-
December 2010.

The overall objective of this project is to increase the
environmental efficiency of key export products and related
industrial processes in the target countries. The environmental
efficiency would increase by supporting the active contribution
of the industry and the government to the 10-year Framework
of Programmes on Sustainable Consumption and Production
(Marrakech process). The specific objective from target countries
in the EU as well as in their national and global markets eco-
labelled with the EU Eco-label or other European countries’ ‘Type
I’ environmental labels.

Advocacy and Networking
• The Centre organised one day follow-up local workshop in

Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu on July 27, 2009. The workshop

Atul Kaushik providing a brief overview of WTO and
TRIPs during the training programme
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was attended by 40 Indian stakeholders. The workshop
created awareness among stakeholders on the opportunities
related to ecolabelling and to the increase of sustainability of
the textile sector. It also acted as a platform to increase
awareness of the EU Ecolabel, its procedure, criteria and
related market opportunities among the textile industry
stakeholders.

• A five one-day workshops were organised on ‘What’, ‘Why’
and ‘How’ of Ecolabelling: Consultative Workshops for the
Indian Textiles Industries around the country – the first one
being in New Delhi (February 09, 2010), followed by Bangalore
(March 08, 2010), Tirupur (March 10, 2010), Mumbai (April
06, 2010) and Ahmedabad (April 30, 2010). CUTS had
collaborated with well-known textiles associations in each of
these cities in order to ensure maximum number of
participants.

A Scoping Study on the Impact of Climate Change and
Food Insecurity on Poverty
The project is a scoping study which would assess the perceptions
of stakeholders, especially small and marginal farmers, about
the need for financial and technological measures based on intra-
regional/international cooperation for mitigating the adverse
impact of climate change on food security. The long term objective
of the study is to help tackle food insecurity and livelihood threats
in South Asia caused by declining crop yields resulting from
climate change and other factors through change in cultivation
practices and appropriate measures to facilitate food banks.

The project is being implemented in four South Asian nations –
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India and Pakistan. Surveys will be
conducted among small and marginal farmers and fishermen
who are among the most vulnerable people to climate change.
Also experts in the field of climate change, agriculture and food
security in all these nations will be surveyed to gather their
opinions. CUTS has local partner organisations in all these
nations and will carry out the research in collaboration with
these partners.

This year long study which commenced in February 2010, is
primarily a combination of research and advocacy. Significant
findings of the primary survey and policy implications will be
presented in the form of a report which will be widely
disseminated among various stakeholders, government officials
and others who can benefit from it.   

Research & Publications
A discussion paper on renewable energy “Tapping the Untapped,
Renewing the Nation” was presented in the National Seminar on
Climate Change and Economic Development organised by Devi
Ahilya University, Indore on March 12-13, 2010.
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Grassroots Reachout & Networking in India on Trade
and Economics (GRANITE) Phase II
GRANITE Phase II is a three year project (2007-10) funded by
Oxfam Novib, The Netherlands and Royal Norwegian Embassy,
New Delhi. The duration of this project is of three years (June
2007-June 2010). The objective of this project is to ‘generate a
more coherent civil society voice on economic governance in India
in the context of globalisation and its effects on the livelihoods
of the poor, particularly the marginalised and women’, by
ensuring better economic literacy especially at the grassroots.

Advocacy & Networking
• A second national seminar
was held in Kolkata on October 29,
2009. The consultation provided a
coherent platform to review the
content and implementation of
National Foreign Trade Policy
(NFTP), 2004-09 and to thereby
generate forward looking
recommendations for the
implementation of NFTP 2009-14.
The consultation also reviewed the
processes used to formulate NFTP
2009-14, especially in regard to the
extent of stakeholder participation.

• A second state level consultation was organised in Jaipur on
October 23, 2009. The purpose of the meeting was to present
the findings of the study done on the Gems & Jewellery Sector
in Rajasthan. These findings were to be presented to get
suggestions for improving the export status of the sector in
Rajasthan as well as initiate discussion on other concerns.

Research & Publications
Synthesis Paper
• The National Foreign Trade Policy 2004-09: General and

Specific Reflections

Discussion Paper
• Review of Foreign Trade Policy 2009-2014

Linkages between Trade, Development & Poverty
Reduction (TDP)
The TDP project aims to explore a sustainable policy environment
to distribute equitably the fruits of globalisation (international
trade being a driver) and advocate accordingly at different levels
with diverse stakeholders. The project aims at enabling the
stakeholders take better-informed decisions, and formulate their
strategies with a greater level of understanding of the impact
and the opportunities from international trade, with a pro-poor
perspective.

TDP was a multi-country project involving 15 countries from
South and Southeast Asia, Eastern and Southern Africa, Europe,
viz. Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India, Kenya, Nepal, The

Participants at the Second National Seminar in Kolkata, on October 29-30, 2009
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Netherlands, Pakistan, South Africa,
Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Uganda, UK,
Vietnam, Zambia. Project activities
include analysis of stakeholders’
perception on TDP, networking with
partner organisations and other
stakeholders, advocacy with
policymakers and CSOs, dialogues
involving producers and CSOs and
other stakeholders, outreach aimed
at diplomats, parliamentarians, and
developmental agencies (including
donor agencies).

Though it was a four-year project
from January 2005-December 2008,
it came to an end in June 2009, when an international conference
was organised to present the findings and recommendations.

Research and Publications
Research/other Reports
Final Project Evaluation Report, by Hilary Coulby and Bert
van de Putte for DFID-BERR TPU/MINBUZA, June 2009
The final evaluation covered, Evaluation of Linkages between
Trade, Development and Poverty Reduction; Evaluation of Ace
Global Assessment of Phase I Research Studies - Country
Background Documents; Evaluation of Poverty Focus in the
Sectoral Studies; Evaluation of Survey of Cuts Readership; and
others.

Advocacy Document
• How does Trade Lead to Development and Poverty Reduction?

Evidence from the field

Discussion Paper
• Linkages between Trade, Development and Poverty Reduction:

Perceptions of UK trade policy

TDP Synthesis Report
This synthesis paper documents an overview of the findings of
the background papers, drawing out common themes, which
address the TDP linkages debate. It also recommends some areas
on which the future activities of the project could focus.
Background papers prepared by the TDP project partners
provides an overview of contemporary trade policies and their
impact on development and poverty reduction in the 15 project
countries, and outlines the framework through which the project
activities will be conceptualised.

A Ten Year Framework of Programmes on Sustainable
Consumption and Production (SCP) Patterns (10YFP)
The Document containing various components of sustainable
consumption and production (such as inclusion of SCP in
development planning and poverty alleviation strategy;
awareness-raising programmes/campaigns on SCP, recycling

Dignitaries at the International Conference held under the
TDP Project in Jaipur on June 23, 2009
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issues; policies and/or infrastructure to support citizens’ choices
for responsible consumption of products and services, and
others), was used the Ministry of Forests & Environment (MoEF),
Government of India to present India’s position on Sustainable
Consumption and Production at UNFCCC as part of CSD 18.

Mainstreaming International Trade into National
Development Strategy: A Pilot Project in Bangladesh
and India (MINTDEV)
The Centre is implementing a project entitled ‘Mainstreaming
International Trade into National Development Strategy: A Pilot
Project in Bangladesh and India’ with the support of Royal
Norwegian Embassy, New Delhi, India.

This project aims to address a major problem of trade policy-
making and its implementation in developing countries, i.e. the
problem of social exclusion through collection of data/information
from the grassroots and their analysis, it will address several
questions, such as:
• how to embed social and political considerations into trade

policy making?
• how to engage civil society into trade policy making in a socially

inclusive manner?
• what are the conditions necessary for mainstreaming trade

into national development strategy?

The project is being implemented in two countries in South Asia–
Bangladesh and India. It was better to start at a small-scale as
there is not much of this type of work in the two countries. The
two countries represent a good mix of different levels of economic
development and having diverse experience about the role that
the civil society is playing in achieving conditions necessary for
pro-poor growth.

India and Regional Economic Cooperation (REC) in
South and South East Asia
The Centre with the support of the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES),
India implemented this project to engage diverse stakeholders in
India with regional trade initiatives in South Asia and promote
policy responses that would be inclusive of stakeholder
preferences. The project helped assess future prospects of India’s
approach towards REC in South Asia in a bilateral or multilateral
setting.

Advocacy and Networking
The Centre organised a stakeholder consultation on Indo-Bangla
Trade in Agartala, on August 09, 2009. The objectives of the
consultation were to elicit the views of stakeholders in North
Eastern India, especially Tripura, and Bangladesh about potential
for trade, connectivity and investment involving these two regions;
and involve business representatives, civil society representatives,
and government in creating awareness and momentum towards
economic cooperation between North Eastern India, especially
Tripura, and Bangladesh.
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Place & Date

New Delhi, India
April 29-30, 2009

New Delhi, India
September 07, 2009

Oslo, Norway
September 22, 2009

Geneva Switzerland
September 28-30,
2009

Jaipur, India
04 November 2009

New Delhi, India
November 09, 2009

Mussoorie
February 11-12, 2010

Paris, France
February 18-22, 2010

New Delhi, India
February 26, 2010

New Delhi, India, July
27-28, 2009

Event/Organiser

Oxfam India Inception
Meeting

Public lecture by Prof.
Michael Spence on ‘Climate
Change, Mitigation and
Developing Country Growth’,
organised by Indian Council
for Research on International
Economic Relations (ICRIER)

Advocacy Meeting On India,
Globalisation and Civil
Society

WTO Public Forum 2009

Climate Change; Voices from
rain fed regions organised by
CECOEDECON

Building An Equitable
Agreement On Climate
Change - Public Lecture by
Lord Nicholas Stern (LSE),
organised by ICRIER

Workshop cum brainstorming
session organised by the
Department of Science and
Technology (DST)

OECD Global Competition
Forum

Carbon Oriented Ecomark

International Conference on
‘Informal Sector in South
Asia: Organisational
Dynamics, Institutional
Determinants, Inter-linkages
and Development’ in
collaboration with Centre for
Studies in Social Sciences,
Calcutta (CSSC), and
Research Programme
Consortium on Improving
Institutions for Pro-Poor
Growth

Issue/Objective

Entailed a wide range
of topics both
pertaining to informal
employment and
sector in India,
Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka

Participant(s)

Siddhartha Mitra

Shruti Mittal

Anutosh Biswas

Archana Jatkar

Shruti Mittal

Shruti Mittal

Archana Jatkar

Siddhartha Mitra

Suresh Prasad
Singh

Niru Yadav

Representations

Contd...
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Other Activities

Future Challenges of the International
Trade Regime
The Centre organised a conference entitled,
‘Future Challenges of the International Trade
Regime from South Asian perspectives’ in
Jaipur, on June 22, 2009. ‘A book entitled
‘Reflections on Global Partnership for
Development: Reality and Potential’ was also
released by Anwarul Hoda, former member
of the Indian Planning Commission.

Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

Nairobi, Kenya,
September 07-08,
2009

A two-day Expert Group
meeting on ‘Enhancing
Africa’s Participation in
WTO’s Negotiation Process’
organised by the United
Nations Economic
Commission for Africa

Presentation highlighting
the main outcomes and
recommendations
relevant for African
countries emerging from
the CUTS TDP project
with emphasis on
implications for Doha
Round negotiations

Pradeep S Mehta
Atul Kaushik
Clement Onyango

Anwarul Hoda releasing a CUTS Publication entitled, ‘Reflections
on Global Partnership for Development: Reality and Potential’
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Rijit Sengupta
Centre

Coordinator &
Deputy Head

CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment &
Economic Regulation (CCIER)

To give a distinct identity to CUTS’ research and advocacy work
on competition and regulatory reforms, especially from the
perspective of the developing country consumer, and to build
capacity of southern civil society across Africa and Asia, CUTS
CCIER was established in 2003 in Jaipur, India as a
programmatic centre of Consumer Unity & Trust Society (CUTS).
Pursuing its mission, Promoting Fair Markets to Enhance
Consumer Welfare and Economic Development, CCIER has been
undertaking projects across Africa and Asia with a team
composed of economists, lawyers and social scientists under
the guidance of an International Advisory Board chaired by
renowned competition expert Frederic Jenny.

The Centre has been undertaking evidence based policy advocacy
and capacity building on contemporary economic policy issues
(competition policy and law, sectoral regulation, investment policy
review) especially from the perspective of and interest to
developing countries. There is a constant effort link research
outcomes with policy processes, thereby contributing to the
process of evidence-based policy reforms in the ‘southern
countries’, where CUTS has been involved in implementing
projects. CUTS CCIER has now worked in over 30 countries of
Africa and Asia.

The Centre adopts a multi-stakeholder approach to facilitate
composite dialogues among the policy community, academia,
civil society, media etc. to ensure that its research findings have
broad-based acceptability and ownership, and therefore greater
possibility to be reflected in policy changes. A continuous process
of self-introspection and assessment of its approach, methodology
and initiatives is also carried out periodically by CCIER (like
other Centres of CUTS) in order to sharpen the effectiveness
with which it is able to achieve the outcomes of its interventions.

International Advisory Board

Frederic Jenny, Chairman of the Committee on Competition
Law and Policy, OECD, Paris

Allan Asher, Ombudsman, Australia

Cezley Sampson, Privatisation & Regulatory Consultant,
Jamaica

Eleanor Fox, Professor of Law, New York University, US

George Lipimile, Consultant on Competition and Consumer
Protection, Zambia

Gesner Oliveira, President, The Water and Sanitation
Company of Sao Paulo (SABESP), Brazil

Chairman

Members

Udai S Mehta
Assistant Policy

Analyst

Vikash Batham
Programme Officer

Rajesh Kumar
Assistant Policy

Analyst

Ashutosh Soni
Assistant

Programme Officer

Samir Bhattacharya
Assistant

Programme Officer
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Programme Areas
• Competition Policy & Law
• Economic Regulation
• Investment Climate
• Consumer Policy

National Projects
• Consumer Satisfaction Survey (electricity consumers) in

Haryana (India)
• Regulatory Governance in India

International Projects
• Capacity Building on Electricity Reforms in Bangladesh, India

and Nepal (RESA Project)
• Strengthening Constituencies for Effective Competition

Regimes in Select West African Countries’ (7Up4 Project)
• Ghana Consumer Protection Framework Bill
• Evolution of Competition Laws and Their Enforcement
• Capacity and Skills Development on Competition Law & Policy

in Bangladesh
• Quality of Regulation
• Consumer Protection Regimes in the World

Members Philippe Brusick, Chairman, PRB International,
Switzerland

S L Rao, Chairman of the Institute for Social and Economic
Change, India

Scott H Jacobs, Managing Director of Jacobs & Associates,
US

Taimoon Stewart, Senior Adviser, Business Development
Office, University of West Indies, Trinidad & Tobago

Xiaoye Wang, Professor and Director of Economic Law
Department of the Institute of Law, CASS, China

Mona Yassine, Chairperson, Egyptian Competition
Authority, Egypt

David Lewis, Extraordinary Professor, The Gordon Institute
of Business Science (GIBS), South Africa

Allan Fels, Dean of the Australia and New Zealand School
of Government (ANZSOG), Australia

Robert D Anderson, Counsellor, World Trade Organisation
(WTO), Switzerland

Simon J. Evenett, Professor, University of St. Gallen,
Switzerland

R Shyam Khemani, Principal, MiCRA, US

S Chakravarthy, Competition Policy and Law Consultant,
India
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NATIONAL PROJECTS
Consumer Satisfaction Survey (Electricity Consumers)
in Haryana (India)
CUTS in association with Mercados-Energy Markets
International, has undertaken a study to review the impact of
electricity reforms on consumers in the state of Haryana (a state
in northern India). The study was part of a project supported by
the World Bank, undertaken to assess the effectiveness of the
Haryana Electricity Regulatory Commission (HERC). Haryana is
one of the pioneering states in the country with regard to
electricity reforms. Apart from being one of the first states to
have initiated unbundling of the integrated State Electricity Board
(SEB), the State was among the first to have established an
independent state electricity regulatory commission, Haryana
Electricity Regulatory Commission (HERC) in the year 1998.
Protection of the interest of consumers was one of the main
drivers of the electricity reform process.

Regulatory Governance in India
At the request of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), CUTS
undertook preparation of a baseline
report on ‘regulatory governance in
India’. The main objective of this
project was to help the OECD map
India’s regulatory management
framework, identify its challenges and
underline existing good practices.
Subsequent to the preparation of the
report, the same was discussed at a
seminar jointly organised by the
OECD and CUTS in New Delhi on
December 03, 2009 to facilitate a
dialogue between the OECD, the Indian government and non-
state actors aimed at sharing experience about policy design
and implementation of various aspects related to the regulatory
reform process.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
Capacity Building on Electricity Reforms in
Bangladesh, India and Nepal (RESA Project)
With the support of the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (NORAD) Norway, CCIER implemented a project on
electricity regulation and reforms over a span of two years (2008-
2010) in Bangladesh, India (states of West Bengal and Rajasthan)
and Nepal. The main objective of this project was to enhance the
capacity of consumers (through civil society organisations that
had direct links with consumers in these territories) to better
understand the regulatory process involved in electricity reforms.
One of the main outcomes of the project was to enable
consumers/civil society to take up action-oriented research and
policy advocacy in the electricity sector in each of these territories.

Siddhartha Mitra, Nick Malyshev and Geeta Gouri at the seminar
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Research & Publications
Research Report
Consumer Empowerment in Electricity Reforms – A Review
from South Asia
This report reviews the status of consumer participation in the
regulatory reform process in the project countries. It concludes
that most of the consumers are not satisfied with the existing
complaint redressal mechanism as well as the quality of service
available to them. It is useful not only for researchers but also
for policy makers and regulators, as it provides a comprehensive
review of the status of reforms and consumer participation in
the electricity reforms process in the project countries and
identifies possible reform actions in future to enhance consumer
benefits from electricity reforms.

Briefing Paper
Consumer Participation in Electricity Regulation: Rajasthan
Experience
This briefing paper examines the status of consumer participation
in the regulatory reform process in the electricity sector with
special focus on the state of Rajasthan (India). It concludes that
though necessary steps were taken by the regulator in certain
cases, due to lack of capacity to understand complex issues,
consumer participation did not produce the desired results. The
paper lays emphasis on the need to make consumers aware by
organising training programmes and, seminars to ensure that
they get the right support from the regulatory bodies.

Advocacy & Networking
• A mid-term review meeting of the project
was organised in Jaipur, Rajasthan on April 01-
02, 2009. The meeting discussed the progress of
the project, including results and fullfilment of
agreed obligations; and issues of special concern
for the implementation of the project, e.g. results
of consumer baseline surveys and plans for
completion of remaining activities. Representatives
from NORAD and CUTS CCIER attended the
meeting. Further, a consultation meeting was
organised on April 02, 2009 between the nodal
persons representing the project partners, NORAD
representatives and members of CUTS. The
meeting provided an opportunity to NORAD to
directly interact with the project partners.
• Over the period April-May 2009 the second
phase of the Reference Group (RG) was organised
in each of the project territories. The main objective
of this round of the RG meetings was to familiarise

the members with the emerging findings of the research and
gather inputs for developing the agenda of the second round
of the Grassroots Interface Meetings (GIMs) to be held
subsequently in each of the territories.

• The second round of GIMs was conducted in June-July 2009.
The objective of meetings was to bring consumers, local
government officials and representatives of utilities face to

Dag Larsson, NORAD releasing RESA Documentary
‘Powered to Grow’
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face to explore remedies for
addressing systemic problems
in the electricity sector. In the
process, these meetings helped
in making consumers aware of
their responsibilities and the
role that they need to play in
the reform process.

• National advocacy seminars
were organised in each of the
three countries (India, Nepal
and Bangladesh) to disseminate
and discuss key advocacy
issues pertaining to consumer welfare in
them. These seminars were held in November
2009 in Jaipur (India), Kathmandhu (Nepal)
and Dhaka (Bangladesh).

• In India, a meeting was held under the aegis
of the Parliamentarians’ Forum on Economic
Policy Issues (PARFORE) in December 2009
(Delhi) to highlight issues pertaining to
electricity reforms, particularly those in the
interest of consumers. It was attended by a
number of Parliamentarians including
Bharatsinh Solanki, Union Minister of State
for Power.

Strengthening Constituencies for
Effective Competition Regimes in Select
West African Countries (7Up4 Project)
CCIER has been implementing a two-year project ‘Strengthening
Constituencies for Effective Competition Regimes in Select West
African Countries’ (also referred to as 7Up4 Project) with support
from the Department for International Development (DFID, UK),
the International Development Research Centre (IDRC, Canada)
and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Sweden. It is being
implemented in seven countries of West Africa – Burkina Faso,
The Gambia, Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal and Togo.

The project aims to raise the profile of competition at the national
and the regional levels in West Africa, as a means of attaining
developmental outcomes and alleviate poverty. It endeavours to
highlight the relevance and need for an effective competition
regime for economic development in the project countries, and
therefore, set in motion the process of evolution and
implementation of competition regimes in them.

Research & Publications
Country Papers providing a brief outline of the state of
competition in each of the project countries were prepared.

Considerable progress was also made in preparing the detailed
Country Research Reports which not only provide a background
of the competition regime in each country, but also summarises

Pradeep S Mehta and Bharatsinh Solanki
at the PARFORE Meeting

A National Advocacy Seminar under RESA project
held in Jaipur, on November 20, 2009
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the perceptions of relevant stakeholders about competition in
each of them. The report also contains a deeper analysis of
competition concerns in the agricultural sector in these countries.

Advocacy & Networking
• An international conference
(interim meeting) was organised in
collaboration with Pro-Poor Advocacy
Group (Pro-PAG) at Banjul, The
Gambia on July 29-30, 2009, to
discuss the emerging findings of the
project, with the larger international
competition community. The Gambia
Competition Commission co-hosted
this event along with Pro-PAG and
CUTS. The meeting also helped identify
issues that would need to be addressed
for ensuring that the project
accomplishes the anticipated

outcomes.
• Second round of meetings of the National Reference Group

(NRG) on competition policy and law issues was held in each
project country over the period October-November 2009 in each
of the project capitals. About 25 participants representing key
stakeholder groups from the project countries attended these
meetings, and engaged in identifying priority issues for
catalysing national competition reforms in their respective
countries.

• A three day regional training workshop on competition policy
and law issues was organised in Lome (Togo) to train select
stakeholders from Francophone countries in the region in
association with Association Togolaise Des Consommateurs
(ATC) on December 16-18, 2009. Representatives of

competition authorities, regulatory
authorities, government agencies and
selected civil society organisations
(CSOs) participated in this training
workshop, where sessions were
conducted by experts/practitioners on
competition policy and law issues. A
similar training workshop was
organised for Anglophone countries of
West Africa in Abuja on January 13-
15, 2010, in cooperation with
Consumer Empowerment
Organisation of Nigeria (CEON).
• During the course of each of the
Regional Training Workshops, a

meeting of the partners was organised both in Lome and Abuja
– in order to review the project progress along and identify
ways in which project outcomes can be better achieved.

Participants at the Regional Training Workshop in Lome (Togo)

Resource persons presenting their views on
specific aspects of Competition Policy and Law
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Ghana Consumer Protection Framework Law
CUTS was selected, through a process of competitive bidding to
develop the framework law on Consumer Protection of Ghana.
As part of this assignment, CUTS developed a base paper on
‘Consumer Protection in Ghana’ and on the basis of that drafted
a first-cut of the Ghana Consumer Protection Law (in consultation
with select experts/practitioners in Ghana), drawing elements
from other consumer protection legislations in developing/
developed countries. The draft was submitted to the Government
of Ghana (Ministry of Trade and Industry, Ghana), which would
organise a validation meeting with national stakeholders to review
the components of the law and provide comments.

Evolution of Competition Laws and Their Enforcement
CUTS has undertaken a research study entitled ‘Evolution of
Competition Laws and their Enforcement’, to assess the
motivations behind developing new competition laws by scrapping
existing ones in nine countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, India,
Ireland, Poland, Serbia, South Africa, Tanzania and UK) of various
sizes and levels of economic development. All of these countries
have, at certain stage, repealed extant competition law and
enacted new ones. Apart from these nine country chapters, the
study report (which would be published as a book in early 2011)
would also contain a synthesis chapter, which would collate
country-specific experiences and serve as a useful reference not
only for researchers but also practitioners with an interest in
the subject.

Capacity and Skills Development on Competition Law
& Policy in Bangladesh
CUTS and Unnayan Shamannay, Bangladesh are implementing
a project aimed at developing understanding of young
professionals of competition policy and law by initiating (master-
level) semester courses on this issue in select Universities of
Bangladesh. The project aims at developing adequate capacities
within the government, academia, private sector, civil society,
media and other key stakeholders to analyse and address
competition related issues. It is expected that, at the end of the
programme, a critical mass of young professionals with a fair
understanding on the subject would be created in the country,
so that they can contribute effectively to the process of
enforcement of the Bangladesh Competition Law, which is
expected to be adopted by the government in mid-2010. The
project is being supported by the International Finance
Corporation (IFC) of the World Bank, under the auspices of the
IFC-BICF programme.

Training
• The project was formally launched in Dhaka, on June 20,

2009. Various stakeholders actively participated in the
seminar. During the discussions, it was felt that there is a
need to undertake advocacy work towards creation for
awareness among stakeholders and building confidence
among businesses to enable them to understand that the law
will not hurt their business.
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• A training of
trainer’s programme
was organised in Dhaka
in July 2009. The
purpose of the
programme was to
prepare a cadre of
trainers to be engaged
in running the
University course on
competition policy and
law issues.

Quality of Regulation: An Analytical Case-Study
Approach
CUTS has undertaken a research project, ‘Quality of Regulation:
An Analytical Case Study Approach’ to demonstrate the use of a
general model for assessing the quality of regulation which can
be put to use by developing/developed countries alike. The
theoretical framework involves an investigation into whether
regulation is needed at all and use of a quantitative assessment
technique and qualitative assessment methods which will look
at regulatory inputs or outcomes or both. Three country papers
are being prepared, one each in Asia (India), Africa (Kenya) and
Latin America (Brazil) which would provide a comprehensive
picture of the state of regulation in these regions.

Events
• A workshop was organised in September 2009 in New Delhi

soon after the initiation of this research project wherein the
three country researchers were present to discuss the strategy

of implementation of the project
and finalise the outline of the
country papers. A few experts on
regulatory issues were also
present in this workshop.
• A conference was
organised in in New Delhi, on
March 27, 2010 which drew
several national and
international participants. The
draft country chapters were
presented and reviewed in this
meeting.

Consumer Protection Regimes in the World
CUTS has launched the preparation of a report entitled
‘Consumer Protection Regimes in the World’, (Consumer
Regimes), which would contain essays on the state of consumer
protection from across 50 countries. The term ‘Consumer
Protection’ is comprehensive comprising not only a set of
regulations and legal framework but also a commitment to protect
consumers against deprivation from the basic needs of life, and

Participants at the Training of Trainers Workshop in Dhaka in July 2009

Dignitaries at the International Conference on
Quality of Regulation in New Delhi, on March 27, 2010
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Place & Date

Paris, France
June 15, 2009

Hamburg, Germany
April 26-28, 2009

Zurich, June 03-05,
2009 and
June 02, 2009

Kazan, Russia,
September 01-03,
2009

New Delhi, India,
July 06, 2009

Pretoria, South
Africa, September
03-04, 2009

New Delhi, India,
December 02, 2009

New Delhi, India,
December 09-10,
2009

Event/Organiser

Corporate Responsibility
Roundtable on ‘Consumer
Empowerment and Business
Behaviour: A Win-Win
Relationship’, organised by the
OECD

14th International Competition
conference organised by
Bundeskartellamt (German
Competition Authority)

International Competition
Network (ICN) conference
And
IDRC pre-ICN forum entitled
‘Competition Principles Under
Threat’ organised by IDRC and
COMCO

BRIC Competition Conference
hosted by the Federal Anti-
monopoly Service (FAS), Russia

Central Advisory Committee
meeting of Central Electricity
Regulatory Commission (CERC)

Third Annual Conference and
Ten Year Celebration of the
South African Competition
Commission and Competition
Tribunal

Public Hearing on Trading
Margin organised by Central
Electricity Regulatory
Commission (CERC)

Overview of the Current World
Economic Situation, Prospects
for Inward and Outward FDI and
the Role of Sovereign Wealth
Funds

Issue/Objective

Presentation on
‘What Consumers
Expect of
Responsible
Business Conduct’

Supported by the
Heinrich Boll
Foundation (HBF) to
participate in the
event as a
representative from
the developing
country

PSM participated in
this annual
conference of the
International
Competition
Network, given that
CUTS is a non-
government adviser
of the ICN

Discuss competition
issues pertaining to
these emerging
markets

Discuss relevant
issues pertaining to
the CERC

Made a presentation

CUTS has been
preparing bi-
monthly FDI updates
and also undertaken
assessment of the
investment regime in
India

Participant(s)

Pradeep S Mehta

Rijit Sengupta

Pradeep Mehta
and Atul Kaushik

Rijit Sengupta

Rajesh Kumar

Pradeep S Mehta

Rajesh Kumar

Vijay Vir Singh

Representations

Contd...
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ensuring a respectable living. Voluntary contributions are being
made by researchers/practitioners with an understanding/
experience on consumer protection issues, and the product
(volume) would be published in early 2011.

Other Activities

• Political Economy of Competition and Regulation in
Developing Countries: CUTS
International with the support of The
Commonwealth Secretariat, UK
organised an international
conference entitled, ‘Political
Economy of Competition &
Regulation in Developing Countries’,
in Jaipur, Rajasthan, on June 24,
2009. The objective was to sensitise
a select groups of CSOs from Africa
and Asia about the need to take
cognisance of political economy
constraints in enforcing competition
and regulation in order to enable
these to act as pressure groups in
their own countries to catalyse the

reforms process. Around 50 participants, from developed as
well as developing countries, participated in the event.

• Campaign on World Competition Day: To ensure that
consumers around the world realise the potential benefits of
an effectively implemented competition regime, and also play

Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

Hong Kong,
December 06-07,
2009

New Delhi, India,
November 16, 2009

New Delhi, India,
March 23, 2010

Nairobi, Kenya
March 11-12, 2010

Paris, France,
February 18-19,
2010

5th Annual Conference of the
Asian Competition Forum (ACF)
organised by the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University

‘Competition, Public Policy and
Common Man’ organised by the
CCI and Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII)

Conference on ‘Building
Infrastructure: Challenges and
Opportunities. organised by the
Planning Commission of India

Launch meeting of the Africa
Competition Forum

9th Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD) Global Competition
Forum

Discuss relevant
enforcement issues

Made a presentation

Discussed the
structure of the ACF
and also its future
work programme

Udai S Mehta

Pradeep S Mehta

Pradeep S Mehta

Rijit Sengupta

Siddhartha Mitra

Participants in a discussion at an International
Conference held in Jaipur on June 24, 2009
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their role in making competition regimes work worldwide, it
is critical that the benefits of competition and the adverse
effects of anti-competitive practices are elucidated to
consumers. Drawing from the success of various international
days on specific issues, CUTS has floated the idea for the
adoption of a World Competition Day.

The idea of the need for increased global campaign on
competition through such a day was first suggested and
adopted by over 50 participants from across Asia, Europe
and Pacific, at the ‘Asia Pacific Regional Seminar on
Competition Law and Policy’, organised by United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in
association with the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade
Practices Commission (MRTPC) and CUTS in April, 2000 at
Jaipur (India). The Jaipur Declaration, formulated during the
course of this seminar, recognised that an international Day
of Awareness was a desirable way of promoting competition
issues globally.

The Fourth United Nations Conference to Review the UN Set,
held at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, from September 25-
29, 2000, resolved that the IGE should “Study the feasibility
of establishing a UN World Competition and Consumer Day
as a means of publicising benefits to consumers of competition
policy and educating the public at large”.

CUTS has initiated a campaign to ensure adoption of the World
Competition Day by the UN, and has suggested 5th December
(day of adoption of the UN Set on Competition Policy) as the
World Competition Day. This would help garner public support
and interest across countries (especially in the ‘south’) on
competition policy reforms.

• Interface between Competition and Business Strategy
CUTS Institute for Regulation & Competition (CIRC) in
association with CUTS International and NERA Economic
Consulting organised an international conference entitled,
‘Interface between Competition Policy & Law and Business
Strategy’ in New Delhi, on November 25-26, 2009.

Salman Khurshid, the Indian
Minister for Corporate Affairs
released a CUTS publication
entitled, ‘Competition Law in India:
A Toolkit’, which was prepared and
published by CUTS International
and CIRC. The toolkit is researched,
compiled and customised in the
Indian context, and is meant to
provide a simple and concise
handbook on various
implementation issues surrounding
the Competition Act 2002.

Dhanendra Kumar, Salman Khurshid, Pradeep S Mehta
and Eduarda Perez Motta
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Outreach
• Mailing List – Over 20,000 contacts in our database with who

we correspond on a regular basis
• Media outreach – Regular articles, press releases, newsclips,

etc. are shared with the Indian and international press.
• Parliamentary Outreach – The Centre facilitated formation of

Parliamentarians’ Forum on Economic Policy Issues
(PARFORE, http://www.parfore.in), which has membership
cutting across various political parties and hosts meetings to
discuss contemporary social and economic issues.

• Two E-groups CompetitionOnlineForum (COLF) and Functional
Competition Forum (FunComp) are used to reach to nearly
5,000 members across the globe and over 3,000 Indian
contacts

Publications
Some important publications are indicated below. They are
categorised into various types, which have been developed
keeping in view the targeted readers of these publications.
• Discussion Papers
• Informal Sector and Competition: A Comprehensive Agenda

for Research and Action
• Dimensions of Competition Policy and Law in Emerging

Economies

Research Report
• Creating Regulators is not the End, Key is the Regulatory

Process

Briefing Papers
• Understanding the Basis for Compulsory Licensing for Public

Health Reasons
• Vouchering School Education in India
• Marche à suivre pour la bonne administration de la

concurrence en Afrique orientale et australe

Viewpoint Papers
• The Relationship between Competition and Investment
• Linkages between Informality, Competition and Economic

Growth
• Régime De Concurrence Et Bien-Être Des Entreprises
• La Liberalisation Du Commerce Et La Politique De La

Concurrence

Monographs
• Politics Triumphs Economics? Political Economy and the

Implementation of Competition Law and Economic Regulation
in Developing Countries – A Curtain Raiser

• Competition and Regulation in India, 2009 – A Curtain Raiser
• The Competition Regime as a Determinant of Consumer

Welfare: Focus on Indian Telecom
• Quarterly Newsletters: ReguLetter and PolicyWatch
• Bi monthly Dossier - Competition Distortions in India
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George Cheriyan
Director & Head,

CUTS CART

CUTS Centre for Consumer Action, Research & Training (CART)

CUTS was founded in the year 1984 with the mandate of pursuing
the cause of common consumers. With growth of the
organisation, later the responsibility of moving forward with the
inherited agenda of CUTS, i.e. consumer protection was handed
over to CART, which was established in 1996. The programmes
of the Centre are primarily aimed at generating awareness,
creating a more responsible society and encouraging changes at
the policy level by advocating with the government machinery
and sensitising it to its issues of concern to the common man.
The Centre has spearheaded several campaigns and pioneered
consumer empowerment. It has created and trained over 1200
activists and helped establish over 300 independent groups in
Rajasthan and elsewhere. Persistently, CART is having more
than 1000 organisations in its network. Its mission is to enable
people, particularly the poor and the marginalised, to achieve their
rights to basic needs and sustainable development through a
strong consumer movement.

Advisory Board

Members

Dr Sharada Jain, Chairperson of the Advisory Board,
Educationalist & Adviser, SANDHAN, Jaipur

Padma Bhushan V S Vyas, Professor Emeritus, IDS,
Jaipur

V S Dave, Former Judge, Rajasthan High Court, Jaipur

P N Bhandari, Former Chairman, Rajasthan State
Electricity Board, Jaipur

Anita Mathur, Social Activist, Jaipur

Madhavi Joshi, Centre for Environment Education
(CEE), Ahmedabad

Dr Ashok Bapna, Director, IILM Academy of Higher
Learning, Jaipur

Prof K B Kothari, Managing Trustee, ‘Pratham
Rajasthan’, Jaipur

Sunny Sebastian, Special Correspondent, The Hindu,
Jaipur

Dr B L Swami, Professor, Department of Civil
Engineering, Malviya National Institute of Technology,
Jaipur

Chairman

Deepak Saxena
Programme

Officer

Dharmendra
Chaturvedi

Office Assistant

B N Sharma
Assistant Editor

A K Thalia
Office Assistant

Om Prakash
Arya

Project
Coordinator

Amardeep Singh
Project Officer
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Programme Areas
• Consumer Education & Protection
• Investor Education & Protection
• Good Governance (with focus on accountability and access

to information)
• Utility Reforms (Power & Telecom)
• Sustainable Mobility (which includes road safety)
• Women & Child Rights
• Sustainable Development (which includes MDGs,

environment, livelihoods etc.)

Projects
• Reforming the Processes in the Rural Development

Department through Policy and Civic Engagement, based on
RTI Act, 2005 in Rajasthan, India’ (RePoRDD)

• Ensuring service delivery through measuring rate of
absenteeism in 30 health centers in, Tonk District, Rajasthan

• Grassroots Reachout and Networking in Rajasthan through
Consumer Action (GRANIRCA)

• National Environmental Awareness Campaign (NEAC)
• Capacity Building on Electricity Reforms in Bangladesh, India

and Nepal (RESA)
• Tobacco Control Campaign by Mobilising Key Stakeholders

in Rajasthan
• Get Active: Health Promotion Programme in Schools
• Crafting the Market for SAc Approaches & Tools in the Supply

Side Constituencies through Strategic Communication and
Dissemination

• Traffic Calming Strategies to Improve Pedestrian Safety in
India

• Securities & Market Awareness Campaign
– (6th Round) – SEBI
– (1st Round) – BSE

Consultancy Assignments
• SAc Curriculum Development in South Asia
• Gauge the Effectiveness of Consumer Protection related

Regulation

Projects
Reforming the Processes in the Rural Development
Department through Policy and Civic Engagement,
based on RTI Act, 2005 in Rajasthan, India’ (RePoRDD)
The project entitled ‘Reforming the Processes in the Rural
Development Department through Policy and Civic Engagement,
based on RTI Act, 2005 in Rajasthan, India’ (RePoRDD) was
undertaken with the support of Partnership for Transparency
Fund (PTF). The intervention areas was Jaipur and Tonk districts.

Advocacy & Networking
• A project launch-cum-CGGC orientation workshops were

conducted at the district level in Jaipur and in Tonk on June
13-14 & 18-19, 2009 respectively.

Arjun Kant Jha
Project Associate

Madhu Sudan Sharma
Project Officer

Amarjeet Singh
Assistant Project

Coordinator
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• Two orientation workshops for surveyors
were organised in Jaipur on July 14,
2009 and in Tonk on July 18, 2009
respectively. 20 participants attended the
orientation in Jaipur and 13 in Tonk.

• A seminar on ‘Four years of RTI in India:
Rajasthan Scenario’ was organised in
collaboration with Commonwealth
Human Rights Initiative (CHRI) in Jaipur,
on October 23, 2009. This seminar was
on the occasion of the fourth anniversary
of the RTI Act 2005 in India for taking a
stock of the issues hindering the effective
implementation of the RTI Act in
Rajasthan; and assessing the current
status of its enforcement in government
departments of the State.

• A 10-member delegation went for an
exposure visit to Kozhikode, Kerala from
November 13-18, 2009. The visit aimed
mainly to see the established system at
the Gram Panchayat level specifically the
application of RTI at various level,
peoples’ planning process, e-governance,
economic viability of Gram Panchayats
and other best practices and replicate it
in Rajasthan. The delegation visited two
Gram Panchayats namely Puthuppady
and Karasseri of Kozhikode district.

• Block level RTI Chaupals were conducted
in Jaipur district at Viratnagar on
February 06, 2010, Shahpura February 10, 2010, Govindgarh
February 13, 2010 and Jamua Ramgarh February 20, 2010.
These chaupals were conducted to disseminate the survey
findings and getting feedback including providing a platform
to the corruption victims so that they could be educated to
tackle and share it with other participants.

• A mid-term dissemination meeting was held in Jaipur on
February 23, 2010. The workshop was envisaged to
disseminate the key findings of ‘RTI Ground Realities and
Corruption Vulnerability Analysis Survey’ done in select three
schemes, namely National Rural Employment Guarantee Act,
Swarn Jayanti Gram SwaRozgar Yojana and Indira Awaas
Yojana of state rural development department and at the same
time taking critical views/suggestions from participants.

• Two Public Information Officers (PIOs) training programme
were organised at Mundia, Tonk on March 12, 2010 and
Harsulia, Jaipur on March 23, 2010. In these training
workshops, newly elected Sarpanch, Gram Panchayat
members and Sachivs were imparted a detailed training on
RTI Act, 2005.

Harineeh Pandya, Shailesh Gandhi and George Cheriyan at the
Launch meeting in Jaipur, on June 13-14, 2009

A 10-member delegation visited Kerala during Novermber 13-18, 2009
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Research & Publications
Four issues of quarterly newsletter, ‘RTI in Action’ was published
and disseminated.

Ensuring Service Delivery through Measuring Rate of
Absenteeism in 30 Health Centers in Tonk District,
Rajasthan
The project implemented with the support of the Transparency
& Accountability Programme (TAP), Results for Development
Institute Inc. (R4D), Washington DC is an attempt to build the
government or service providers accountable through civic
monitoring of the service providing institutions. It will evolve an
innovative community-based model of monitoring service delivery
in hospitals in order to enhance accountability of frontline service
providers and thus effectiveness of the public spending. The
project will spot-check the provider’s absence at their job sites
by developing and executing a community based monitoring
format.

Advocacy & Networking
• An orientation workshop for partnering NGOs on community

monitoring process was organised at MMM School, Tonk on
November 04, 2009. Final version of community monitoring
cards (CMCs) was distributed to all partners and the
methodology of CMC was discussed.

• Six orientation workshops for selected monitors were
conducted by partnering NGOs in
Tonk on November 09 & 10, 2009.
Participating monitors were
informed about the project, its
objectives and the process of using
CMCs and its methodology.
• The formal launch of the
project was held in Tonk on
December 22, 2009. Ramvilas
Choudhary, Jila Pramukh, Tonk was
the chief guest. Dr. R K Jawa,
Additional Chief Medical & Health
Officer, Subur Khan, District
Programme Manager NRHM and
more than 70 participants including

officials from district health department, medical officers of
PHCs, representatives of CSOs, health workers, selected
community monitors, media representatives attended the
meeting.

• An orientation workshop was organised in Tonk, on February
15, 2010. The process and methodology to conduct CRC and
interview of service providers, budget and time line were
discussed.

Research & Publications
Social Accountability in Action
A documentary film was prepared which narrates the experiences
from grassroot level of using social accountability tools in getting
better service delivery.

Participants in discussion to ensure health service delivery system
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Grassroots Reachout & Networking in Rajasthan
through Consumer Action (GRANIRCA)
CUTS is partnering with the Department of Consumer Affairs,
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution,
Government of India under the Consumer Welfare Fund (CWF)
to implement the project entitled, ‘Grassroots Reachout &
Networking in Rajasthan through Consumer Action’ (GRANIRCA)
in 12 districts of Rajasthan.

The objective of the project is to generate a more capable
consumer by way of equipping him with knowledge and skills
and build up zealous grassroots’ activists through intensive
training, capacity building and orientation programmes on
consumer protection issues to create an enabling environment
at the grassroots. The project is for a period of three years, i.e.
January 2010 to December 2012 covering all seven divisions of
Rajasthan, comprises 12 districts namely Tonk, Chittorgarh,
Kota, Bundi, Alwar, Banswara, Jodhpur, Jalore, Churu, Sikar,
Dholpur and Dausa.

Advocacy & Networking
• An interaction meeting with district partners was held at CUTS

Conference Hall on February 24, 2010 in which Memorandum
of Agreement (MoA) was signed with partners. The objective
of the meeting was to discuss the overall project activities,
strategies and signing of MoA.

• The launch meeting of the
project was held in Jaipur, on
March 17, 2010. The objective of
the meeting was to bring all the
stakeholders, CSOs, line
departments, media, consumer
activists and experts working on
consumer issues on a common
platform to make them aware of
the project initiatives, activities
and strategy in order to ensure
their active participation and
support for the project and also
discuss emerging consumer
issues. Another objective was to
orient the district partners about the project and key issues,
concepts, legal provisions related to consumer protection and
discuss future.

Research & Publications

Consumers in Action
Four issues of the quarterly newsletter were published and
disseminated.

Consumer Dialogue
Six issues of bi-monthly e-newsletter was prepared and uploaded
on to the GRANIRCA web page.

Rajeev Agarwal, Secretary to Government of India, Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, Food and Civil Supplies addressing the audience
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Traffic Calming Strategies to Improve Pedestrian Safety
in India
CUTS in partnership with Lund University, Department of
Technology and Society, Sweden and with the support of Swedish
International Development Agency (SIDA), New Delhi
implemented a project ‘Traffic Calming Strategies to Improve
Pedestrian Safety in India’. The project aims to study the
shortcomings and causes that make sites accident-prone and
then developing and testing holistic traffic calming strategies.
Those effective measurements then would be summarised in a
manual for the Indian traffic police personnel, planners and
engineers suggesting remedial road designs that would help in
calming traffic.

Advocacy & Networking
• Regional dissemination meetings were held in Jaipur,

Bangalore, Mumbai, Kolkata and a
national dissemination-cum-
advocacy meeting was organised in
New Delhi, during October 01-28,
2009. The main objective of the
meetings was to share the findings
of the study with wider audience
and to receive their feedbacks on the
project recommendations.
Bureaucrats, technocrats and
policy makers along with CSO
representatives associated with the
road safety issues participated in
the meetings and provided their
feedbacks.

Research & Publications

CityMatters
Six issues of bi-monthly newsletter was published and
disseminated.

TCS Brochure
A Brochure covering the goal, objectives, activities and expected
outcomes was published and disseminated in various meetings.

Capacity Building on Electricity Reforms in
Bangladesh, India and Nepal (RESA)
CUTS with the support of the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (NORAD) undertook an initiative over two years
(2008-2010) in Bangladesh, Nepal and two states of India i.e.
West Bengal and Rajasthan to build capacity of consumer
groups/CSOs to enable them to deal with the issues involved,
take-up action oriented research and carryout advocacy with
policymakers and regulatory agencies to effect pro-consumer
changes in the electricity regulatory/policy processes. CUTS C-
CIER in partnership with CUTS CART (Rajasthan), CUTS CRC
(West Bengal), Unnayan Shamannay (Bangladesh) and South

A National Dissemination meeting held in New Delhi, on October 20, 2009 to
share the findings of the study
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Asia Watch on Trade, Economics & Environment (SAWTEE,
Nepal) was responsible for the implementation of the project.

Advocacy & Networking
• Grassroots Interface Meetings

(GIMs) were held in Banswara,
on July 16, 2009; in Udaipur,
on July 17, 2009; in Chittorgarh,
on July 18, 2009; in Sirohi, on
July 23, 2009; in Sawai
Madhopur on July 29, 2009; and
in Kota, on July 30, 2009
respectively. The objective of
GIMs was to reach out to the
electricity consumers at the local
level and enable them to
appreciate the role that they
need to play in regulatory
reforms and transfer some of the
key advocacy skills to them.

• A national advocacy seminar was held in Jaipur (India), on
November 20, 2009. The objective of the seminar was to
disseminate and discuss key advocacy issues of electricity
consumers of Rajasthan and West Bengal. The advocacy issues
emerged from the research and grassroots interface meetings
held under the project in both the states.

National Environmental Awareness Campaign (NEAC)
The Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF), Government of
India has appointed CUTS as the Regional Resource Agency (RRA)
for Rajasthan under the National Environment Awareness
Campaign (NEAC). CUTS CART was entrusted with the
responsibility to perform as the RRA. The MoEF organises the
NEAC every year since 1986. It is the flagship campaign of the
Ministry with the objective of creating environmental awareness
at the national level.

Advocacy & Networking
• Pre-proposal workshops in six divisions of

Rajasthan: in Ajmer, on August 03, 2009;
in Chittorgarh, on August 04, 2009; in Kota,
on August 06, 2009; in Pali, on August 07,
2009; in Churu, on August 10, 2009; and
in Jaipur, on August 11, 2009 respectively.
Presentations on the issue of climate change
were made in each of the workshops.

• A Climate Change Mela (State level
workshop) coinciding with the ‘World
Wetlands Day’ was held in Jaipur, on
February 02, 2010. The theme for 2009-10
was ‘Climate Change’ and around 358
organisations participated in campaign
including CSOs, educational institutions
covering 33 districts of Rajasthan.

Participants at the Grassroot Interface Meeting – Phase II

Participants at the ‘Climate Change Mela’ held under NEAC in
Jaipur on February 02, 2010
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Tobacco Control Campaign by Mobilising Key
Stakeholders in Rajasthan
The project was implemented in partnership with Ministry of
Health & Family Welfare, Government of India & World Health
Organisation. The objective of the project was to disseminate
the findings of baseline survey conducted by the Centre under
the project in all seven administrative divisions of Rajasthan
State. It also aimed to sensitise citizens about dangerous
consequences of tobacco consumption, various provisions of
National Tobacco Control Law 2003 (NTCL), ban on smoking in
public places etc.

Advocacy & Networking
• A State Level Advocacy Meeting was held in Jaipur, on May

12, 2009 with the objective to disseminate key findings of the
project, as well as create a platform for advocating with
government on tobacco control issues, which emerged out of
project findings. More than 80 participants, including officials
from concerned government departments, CSOs working on
health issues, tobacco cessation centers, selected schools,
media, doctors and other individual working on the issues
were present in the meeting.

• World No Tobacco Day (WNTD) was observed in Jaipur. A press
conference under the banner of Rajasthan Coalition for
Tobacco Control (RCTC) was organised on the effective
implementation of pictorial health warnings on tobacco
products, at Press Club in Jaipur, on May 28, 2009.

• A signature campaign and Nukkad Nattak (street play) based
on the ill effects of tobacco were organised at Gaurav Tower,
Malviya Nagar, Jaipur on May 30, 2009. Both the activities
laid stress on the strict implementation of pictorial health
warnings on tobacco products, to be in effect from May 31,
09 as per the Central Government notification.

• A ‘State Level Advocacy Meeting for Effective Implementation
of Smoke Free Laws’ was held in Jaipur, on June 10, 2009.
The objective of the meeting was building capacity of law
enforcement officials and NGO personnel, and advocacy with
the concerned government departments.

Get Active: Health Promotion Programme in Schools
The Centre in partnership with Health Related Information

Dissemination Amongst Youth-Student Health
Action Network (HRIDAY-SHAN), New Delhi
launched a new project in Jaipur city entitled ‘Get
Active’ involving 25 selected schools in Jaipur. ‘Get
Active’ is a health promotion programme focusing
on diet, nutrition and physical activity with an aim
to inculcate healthy nutritional intake and physical
activity promotion among school students. The
target group for the programme was students of class
VI-VIII.

Advocacy & Networking
Second Teachers Training Workshop for Module – II
‘My Pyramid’ was organised in Jaipur, on April 16,

Second Teachers Training
Workshop in Jaipur on April 16, 2009
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2009. Around 70 participants attended the workshop. The main
objective of the workshop was to provide training to teachers for
implementation of the activities under Module II.

Securities & Market Awareness Campaign
6th Round – SEBI
CART is actively involved in investor education and protection
activities. CUTS is an Investor Association recognised by the
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and registered
with Ministry of Company Affairs, Government of India under
Investor Education and Protection Fund (IEPF).

SEBI has been mandated to protect the interests of investors in
securities and promote the development of and regulate the
securities market so as to establish a dynamic and efficient
securities market contributing to Indian economy. However, many
investors do not possess adequate expertise/knowledge to take
informed investment decisions. In this backdrop, SEBI launched
a comprehensive education campaign aimed at creating
awareness among investors about securities market, which has
been christened SMAC. The motto of the campaign is – ‘An
Educated Investor is a Protected Investor.’ 

The workshops were held in
Sriganganagar on April 29, 2009;
in Khanpur (Jhalawar) on May 28,
2009; and in Sultanpur (Kota) on
June 29, 2009; and in Sikar, on
March 25, 2010 respectively. The
aim of these workshops was to
acclimatise the investors with the
functioning of the securities
market, basic fundamentals of
investment and risk management
and their rights and
responsibilities.

Ist Round – BSE
Similarly on the lines of SEBI, BSE
had also approached CUTS to do similar programmes in order
to generate awareness wider. The object, target group and the
methodology and budget etc are the same.

The workshops were held in Hanumangarh on April 30, 2009;
in Jhalawar, on May 29, 2009; in Kota on June 30, 2009; and in
Jhunjhunu, on February 29, 2010 respectively.

Crafting the Market for SAc Approaches & Tools in the
Supply Side Constituencies through Strategic
Communication and Dissemination
CUTS has been working in the area of enhancing transparency
and accountability at all levels of governance through increased
people’s participation using various methods, tools and
techniques such as Budget Analyses, Participatory Expenditure

SMAC workshop held in Sriganganagar on April 29, 2009
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Tracking Survey (PETS), Community Report Card (CRC),
Community Score Card (CSC), Right to Information (RTI),
campaigns, surveys, advocacy and so on over the past one decade.

The main objective of the workshop is to strengthen the urge in
the supply side constituencies to buy the mechanism and concept
of social accountability and adopt them in various schemes and
programmes for more civic engagement. This will further propel
the environment building process, make it more alive and keep
the interests of decision makers sustainable about various social
accountability (SAc) approaches and tools, its potential in
improving the efficiency in service delivery and bringing in
transparency and accountability in the processes, and in turn
enhancing the public expenditure outcomes.

Advocacy & Networking
• A Divisional Level Advocacy Meeting was held in Jodhpur, on

July 16, 2009. The main objective of the meeting was to
sensitise the district administration about various SAc
approaches and tools.

• A Divisional Level Advocacy Meeting was held in Kota, on
August 19, 2009. George Cheriyan and Om Prakash Arya
made presentations on ‘SAc Approaches’ and ‘Outcomes of
SAc Pilots’ respectively.

• A Media Workshop on ‘Governance and
Accountability’ was held in Jaipur on August 28,
2009. The main objective of the workshop was to
sensitise the representatives from the media (both
print & electronic) in general about ‘governance &
accountability’ and in specific about various SAc
approaches and tools, its potential in improving the
efficiency in service delivery and bringing in
transparency and accountability in the processes,
and in turn enhancing the public expenditure
outcomes.
• A two-day workshop on ‘Social Accountability in
India: Moving from Mechanisms to Outcomes and
Institutionalisation in Large Scale Public
Programmes’ was organised in Jaipur, on December
16-17, 2009. The objective of the workshop was to
deliberate on possible strategies for

institutionalisation, scale-up and replication of social
accountability (SAc) approaches based on the learnings from
SAc pilot interventions and their impacts/outcomes.

Consultancy Assignments

SAc Curriculum Development in South Asia
An MoU with Administrative Staff College of India (ASCI),
Hyderabad for writing two modules of E-content on social
accountability for WBI was signed on October 23, 2008. As per
the MoU, CART team was responsible for writing the modules
on ‘Sustainability’ & ‘Impact Assessment’. Four case studies were
prepared and submitted to ASCI. Based on comments from ASCI,
few changes were made and re-submitted.

Giovanna Prennushi, The World Bank
addressing the participants
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Gauge the Effectiveness of Consumer Protection
related Regulation at Haryana Electricity Regulatory
Commission (HERC),
The World Bank appointed Mercados Energy Markets India Pvt.
Ltd. (MEMI), for consultancy support to the Haryana Electricity
Regulatory Commission (HERC), which in turn sub-contracted
the task under consumer aspects to CUTS. The aim of task on
consumer aspects was to gauge the effectiveness of consumer
protection related regulation, and to deliver high quality and
specific recommendations to enable the implementation of a
corrective course. CUTS carried out the following tasks and assist
with internal deliberations between staff of HERC.

• Review of existing policies, regulations and orders and the
current process related to consumer participation, awareness,
grievance redressal and protection in Haryana. This will lead
to preparation of a Report on Gap and Improvement Areas.

• Development of Process and Methodology for execution of a
consumer satisfaction survey on the mentioned aspects.

• To develop a questionnaire for conducting the survey and
analysis of the survey data in the form of a Report on Survey
Findings.

• Development of Road Map for Social Accountability and
Consumer Involvement based on the review and consumer
survey.

• Participation in relevant workshops, public hearings and
discussions pertaining to the scope of work

Special Endeavours

Gram Gadar Awards
The ‘Gram Gadar Awards for Rural
Journalism – 2008’ were distributed by
Bharat Singh, Minister for Rural
Development and Panchayati Raj,
Government of Rajasthan on August 25,
2009 to the following persons:
1. People’s Participation in Power Reforms

– Hanuman Prasad Jain (Dainik
Bhaskar)

2. Relevance of NREGS – Babulal Naga
(Vividha Features)

Both were given a cash prize of Rs 3,000 and a certificate of
appreciation.

Road Safety Week (RSW)-2010
Every year, Road Safety Week (RSW) is being celebrated across
India in the first or second week of January with specific symbolic
aim to create awareness among the citizens on road safety and
traffic rules. This year, RSW was observed during January 04-
10, 2010. CUTS put up a stall in a three-day exhibition and
displayed its work on road safety. It also conducted a signature
campaign on road safety with a slogan ‘Make Roads Safe’.

Gram Gadar Awards for Rural Journalism
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Rajasthan Transport Minister Brij Kishore Sharma visited CUTS
stall, appreciated CUTS efforts and participated in the campaign.

Consumer Complaints Handling, Information &
Advisory Services
Basically, it is an “advice giving and informal complaints handling
mechanism” between the common consumer and three-tier
quasi-judicial complaints redressal system that is prevailing in
the country. Over the period of time, this mechanism has been
developed in an innovative manner similar to the European
Consumer Centres (ECC), which can substantially reduce the
burden of the District Consumer Forums (DCFs) in India.

In addition, besides advising and counselling the consumers
about their rights and various emerging problems, the Cell also
takes up individual complaints directly with the opposite party.
This is basically facilitating an interface (over phone, through e-
mail/letter or direct) between the service provider/businesses
and the consumer, where grievances are discussed. As a result
of such interventions several complaints are settled directly with
out going to the DCFs. If complaints are not sorted out up to the
satisfaction of the consumers, then the cell also provide advice
for filing of complaints in the DCFs, State Commissions and
National Consumer Dispute Redressal Commission (NCDRC).

Outreach
In addition to Gram Gadar, the following are the regular
publications of the Centre:
• Catalyst (Four issues of quarterly e-newsletter)
• Gram Gadar (12 issues of wall newspaper)
• Panchva Stambh (Four issues of quarterly newsletter in Hindi)
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Representations

Place & Date

New Delhi, India,
April 02-03, 2009

Jaipur, Rajasthan,
May 20-22, 2009

New Delhi, India,
May 25, 2009

Jaipur, India,
June 19, 2009

Jaipur, India, July
08, 2009

Jaipur, India,
September 07,
2009

Jaipur, India,
September 08,
2009

Jaipur, India,
September 25,
2009

Event/Organiser

Consultation workshop organised by
the Public Affairs Centre (PAC),
Bangalore, on behalf of Partnership for
Transparency Fund (PTF) and the
World Bank (WB), on ‘Citizen
Engagement in Promoting Good
Governance in India’

Training Course on ‘Gender Budgeting’
organised by Women and Child
Resource Centre, HCM Rajasthan
State Institute of Public
Administration, Jaipur

Consultation Workshop organised by
National Institute of Administrative
Research (NAIR), Lal Bahadur Shastri
National Academy of Administration
(LBSNAA), Mussoorie

‘Effective Implementation of National
Tobacco Control Law (COTPA, 2003)’
organised by the Office of Chief
Medical & Health Officer

Budget Session at the Vidhana Sabha

‘Jan Sunvai (Public Hearing) on State
Information Commission’ organised
jointly by MKSS, RUVA, Jan Sanchar
Kendra, Rajasthan University and
Rojgaar and Soochna Abhiyan
Rajasthan

A half-day workshop on ‘Integrating
Disability in development
programming in the light of UNCRPD’,
organised by Sight Savers
International

Training programme organised by
HCM RIPA for the senior and middle
level govt. officials on ‘consumer
protection and good governance’

Issue/Objective

Governance

Gender
Budgeting

Developing a
framework for
incorporating
‘Social
Accountability
Mechanism for
Sarva Shiksha
Abhiyan and
National Rural
Health Mission’

Tobacco

Observed the
‘Budget
Presentation by
the Chief
Minister’

Right to
Information

Disability

Facilitated a
session on ‘New
strategies for
Good
Governance and
Consumer
Protection’

Participant(s)

Om Prakash Arya

Om Prakash Arya
Khushboo
Parnami

Om Prakash Arya

Varsha Rathore

Deepak Saxena
Amarjeet Singh

Madhu Sudan
Sharma

George Cheriyan
Madhu Sudan
Sharma

Amarjeet Singh

Contd...
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Place & Date Events & Organiser Issue/objective Participant(s)

A meeting organised by Directorate of
ICDS, Department of Women and
Child Development

ANSA Proposal Development
Workshop

South Asia Regional workshop on the
theme ‘Strengthening Citizen
Engagement in Procurement:
Reviewing Experiences, Identifying
Challenges and Exploring
Opportunities’

A consumer club meeting organised
by Government Girls Senior
Secondary School, Jhotwara, Jaipur

A State level consultation meeting on
‘Status of Child Protection’ organised
by the Child Line India Foundation

A five-day workshop on ‘Social
Accountability Tools and Approaches’
organised by Affiliated Network for
Social Accountability – South Asia
Region and Global Partnership Fund
(ANSA – SAR & Global)

• A peer review workshop on TAP
organised under the TAP project
on March 23-26, 2010

• Participated and made a
presentation in an event
‘Demanding Good Governance –
Inside & Out’ organised by the
World Bank, on March 25, 2010

• A seminar organised by the Global
Health Council (GHC) entitled
‘Civil Society – The Missing Link in
Health Systems’ on March 29,
2010

Draft a plan for the
celebration of
children’s day and
also celebrating the
20th year of Child
Rights Convention
(CRC)

Social
Accountability

Governance

Lecture on
Consumer Rights to
school children

Child Protection

Social
Accountability

Governance

Jaipur, India,
November 11,
2009

Colombo,
Sri Lanka,
November
23-25, 2009

Dhaka,
Bangladesh,
December
08-10, 2009

Jaipur, India,
December 05,
2009

Jaipur, India,
January 15,
2010

Dhaka,
Bangladesh,
March 07-11,
2010

Washington
DC, March 23-
29, 2010

Varsha Rathore

George Cheriyan
Amar Deep Singh

Om Prakash Arya

Dharmendra
Chaturvedi

Amar Deep Singh

George Cheriyan
Om Prakash Arya

George Cheriyan
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M L Mehta, Former Chief Secretary of Rajasthan

Usha Jumani, Jumani Foundation, Ahmedabad

I M Sethiya, Charted Accountant, Chittorgarh

Indu Kapoor, Director CHETNA, Ahmedabad

Neelima Khetan, Chief Executive, Seva Mandir Udaipur

M S Rathore, Senior Fellow, Institution of Development
Studies (IDS), Jaipur

Dr Barun Kanjilal, Indian Institute of Health Management
Research (IIHMR), Jaipur

B S Tanwar, Chief Engineer (retd.) Chittorgarh

Anil K Singh, Chief Executive, Network of Entrepreneurship
and Economic Development (NEED), Lucknow

B L Sisodiya, Senior Advocate and Social Worker,
Chittorgarh

Chairman

Members

Ashish Tripathi
Centre Coordinator

CUTS Human Resource Centre (CHD)

Ever since its inception, CUTS has been pursuing consumer
issues and community based action programs at the grassroots.
In pursuit of this policy, CHD was established in the year 1991,
in Senti village, Chittorgarh, Rajasthan. The Centre’s mission
is: ‘To be an innovative centre for strategic interventions to raise
the living standards of people’.

The Centre aims to achieve it’s mission through two Objectives
namely, ‘Implementing people-centred projects on health,
environment and development with thrust on women, weaker
sections of the society and the disadvantaged’ and ‘empowering
people to participate in their own governance & understanding
the development process more effectively’. “Developing internal
skills and capacities through training and publication to
implement health, environment and development projects”;
“enhancing external activities on civic and political education of
people”, & “building up strong networking between influencers
and organisations” are the Strategies adopted by CHD.

Advisory Board Members

Programme Areas
• Empowerment
• Good Governance
• Natural Resource Management (NRM)
• Health
 

Madan Giri
Goswami

Senior Field
Officer

Madan Lal Keer
Field Organiser

Neetu Joshi
Block Officer

Vandana Chauhan
Computer Operator

Sanjay Moud
Assistant
Project
Officer

Pushkar Lal Meena
Block Officer
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Projects
• Improving Quality of Elementary Education (IQEE) Project
• Stronger Voice to Excluded Children in Government & NGO

Policies and Programmes
• SHG Promotion and Bank Linkages Project Chittorgarh and

Bhilwara
• Swarn Jayanti Grameen Swa-Rozgar Yojna (SGSY) –

Chittorgarh
• Mother NGO (MNGO) Project
• National Environment Awareness campaign (NEAC)
• Capacity Building on Electricity Reforms in Select South Asian

Countries (RESA)

Improving Quality of Elementary Education (IQEE)
Project
CUTS CHD is implementing the Improving Quality of Elementary
Education (IQEE) Project in partnership with Save the Children
– Bal Raksha Bharat in 28 villages of six Gram Panchayats of
Chittorgarh Panchayat Samiti of Chittorgarh district of Rajasthan.
The overall objective of the project is to improve the quality of
government elementary education system in Rajasthan so that
it becomes more relevant and responsive to the needs of children,
especially those who are from migratory families, tribal
communities, ethnic minorities, or have disabilities, girls or
engaged in hazardous labour.

The project is based on twin strategies: first, children’s
involvement and community empowerment; and second,
developing the capacity of government functionaries to effectively
implement policies and programmes to enable children, especially
the most marginalised, to realise their right to education. This
project also complements the Indian government’s ambitious
programme, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), an initiative that aims
to provide useful and relevant elementary education for all
children in the 6-14 years age group by 2010.

Advocacy and Networking
• A Regional Consultation Workshop on ‘Challenges &

Opportunities for Attaining Quality Education’ was conducted
in Chittorgarh on April 21, 2009. The purpose of the workshop
was to initiate a discussion among various stakeholders on
quality education and use recommendations for advocacy
work with the administration and policy makers.

• To build confidence and raise awareness among children, an
exposure visit was planned on April 27-28, 2009. 130 Bal
Panchayat children from 13 villages took part in the exposure
visit on April 27, 2009 and 102 members took part in the
visit on April 28, 2009. The purpose of visits was to let the
children know about the use and work of police stations,
central jail, education department, high-tech kitchens (where
lunch for children under mid day meal scheme is cooked)
and hospitals.

• One-day orientation programme on life skills education on
child rights and role of Bal Panchayat and Bal Sabha for
strengthening child forum was organised at the village level

Shiv Lal Prajapat
Block Officer

Seema Yagik
Block Officer

Yogesh Parashar
Accounts Assistant

Rehana Parveen
Block Officer

Sumitra Garg
Block Officer

Chanda Jaat
Block Officer
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during August-September 2009.
The purpose of this orientation was
to develop the understanding of the
children on child rights, life skills
education, and revisit the model of
Bal Sabha and Bal Panchayat.

• Bal Sammelan was organised at
CHD on October 22, 2009, to
provide an opportunity to the
members of Bal Sabha to interact
with children from different villages
and exchange views on their rights,
responsibilities and to have an
interface with district level officials.
In this event, 350 children from 28
IQEE project villages participated.
‘Baatan Gyan Ri’ part -1 was also
released by the guests on this
occasion.

• Global Hand Wash Day Celebration
was held in 33 project schools. The
objective of the programme was to
create awareness among children,
teachers and community members
about the importance of washing
hands after going to toilet and
before eating food. On this occasion,
60 soaps each were provided to 33
schools.

• A stakeholder consultation and
orientation workshop was organised at CHD on October 09,
2009, to share the progress of the project and sensitise about
their responsibility towards ensuring quality education to their
children. 84 persons, including four sarpanches, ward
members, SDMC members and anganwadi workers attended
this workshop.

• A four-day life skill education Training of Trainers (ToT) was
organised at CHD from November 26-29 to orient the staff
about the life skill education. The first two days were devoted
to building conceptual understanding of life skill issues. On
the third day, the participants were asked to deliver the same
to Bal Sabha members in four different villages.

• A one-day training of government school teachers’ was
organised at CHD on November 24, 2009, on social inclusion
and child rights. 36 government school teachers from IQEE
project schools participated. Meena Raghani, DIET Principal;
Chandrakanta Tripathi, Additional District Education Officer
Secondary; and Suresh Sharma, Additional District Project
Coordinator, SSA, facilitated various sessions of the training.

• A two-day refresher training of animators was organised at
CHD on December 07 and 08, 2009 on topics like quality
dimensions of school education, child rights, effective
community mobilisation, attributes of a good employee, model
of Bal Panchayat and Bal Sabha, etc.

Generating Awareness on Quality Education

A CUTS Publication ‘Baatan Gyan Ri’ was released on
the occasion of Bal Sammelan
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• One Jan Sunvaai (Public hearing) was
organised at the Centre on December 16,
2009. The purpose of Jan Sunvaai was to
bring the community members of all the
project villages on a common platform to
share the issues and problems related to
ensuring quality education in their villages.
• A study of Mid-day Meal was conducted
in eight schools to know the status of its
implementation in project schools from
January 15-20, 2010. Focussed Group
Discussions (FGDs) were conducted with
community members, teachers, girls and
boys.
• Learning Level Assessment of students of
Class III to V of nine government schools
was conducted on February 09, 10 and 22,
2010 respectively. The purpose of this survey

was to study and compare the data with one such survey
conducted in September 2009 to know the increase in the
learning level of children.

• Jan Sammelan (public meeting) was held at CHD on February
11, 2010. The purpose of the meeting was to bring
stakeholders, policy makers and government officials on the
same platform to discuss the problems of quality education
and encourage them for addressing the problems. A
newsletter, Bal Darpan, was released on this occasion.

• A one-day Teachers’ Training was organised at CHD on
February 18, 2010. 34 teachers from 33 project schools of 28
villages participated in this training. Stressing on the
importance of community participation in school education,
Giriraj Sharma, Headmaster Government Upper Primary
School, Raghnathpura, said that proper meetings of SDM)
can play a major role in proper management and conduct of
school activities.

• Life skill education training of Bal Sabha members was
organised in 12 project villages at the school level in February
2010. Life skill education manual, published by Save the
Children, was used as the guideline and the content was
delivered in an activity-based and participatory manner
through role-plays, games, poems, stories, etc.

• A one District Level Consultation Meeting of Key Duty Bearers
was organised at CHD on February 23, 2010. The purpose of
this consultation was to share the learning and issues
emerging from the project with district level duty-bearers and
seek their cooperation in addressing the challenges.

• A three-day residential training of children, who are SDMC
members, was held at CHD on February 25-27, 2010. The
purpose of this training was to create awareness among
children about their rights and duties as SDMC members.

• A two-day teachers’ training was organised at the District
Institute of Education & Training (DIET) in Chittorgarh on
March 19-20, 2010. The purpose of the training was to equip
teachers of DIET with skills and knowledge on positive

Jan Sunvaai to share problems related to ensuring quality education
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discipline methods so that they can
inculcate healthy etiquettes in
children.

Durga, President of Ghagsa Bal
Panchayat, was felicitated by Girija Vyas,
Chairperson, National Commission for
Women and Member of Parliament, at a
National Seminar on Child Marriage
organised by the Mewar Education
Foundation at Mewar Girls College in
Chittorgarh on March 20, 2010 for
raising voice against her own child
marriage, with the help of Bal Panchayat.
Since then, Durga expressed her
commitment to work against the social
evil of child marriage in her and
adjoining villages.

• A one-day orientation of PRI members on
child rights was held at CHD, on March 26,
2010. The workshop was facilitated by
independent consultant and trainer Arti
Joshi. She discussed the origin of child
rights, United Nations Convention on Child
Rights and the responsibilities of PRI
members in ensuring child rights in their
villages in a participatory and activity-based
manner.

Research & Publication
• Bal Darpan – a quarterly newsletter was

published and disseminated

Stronger Voice to Excluded Children in
Government & NGO Policies and
Programmes
Save the Children, Bal Raksha Bharat, under the International
NGO Partnership Programme with the Department for
International Development (DFID) UK, has launched a project
entitled, ‘Stronger Voice to Excluded Children in Government and
NGO Policies and Programmes’ in three backward districts of
Rajasthan, viz., Alwar, Chittorgarh and Bharatpur, in partnership
with Alwar Mewat Institute of Education and Development
(AMIED); CUTS Centre for Human Development (CUTS CHD),
Chittorgarh; Prayatn Bharatpur; and Society for All Round
Development (SARD), New Delhi.

The goal of the project is ‘By 2013, socially excluded children
(Schedule Caste and Schedule Tribes) in Rajasthan have improved
status with their voices being heard and recognised institutionally
by formal and informal structures’. The overall objective of the
project is ‘Socially excluded children (Schedule Caste and Schedule
Tribes) in 28 villages of Chittorgarh district in Rajasthan benefit

Training of teachers to enable them
to inculcate etiquettes in children

Durga Kumari felicitated by Girija Vyas, MP and Chairperson,
National Commission of Women
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from the development programmes, policies and schemes of the
government, donors and NGOs by the end of 2013’.

Advocacy & Networking
• A two-day training-cum-orientation workshop for animators

was organised at CHD premises on July 28-29, 2009. The
objectives of the workshop were to orient the animators about
the project; build the capacity of animators on the relevant
issues so that they can take up the responsibility in an
effective manner; and assist the animators in preparing action
plan for delivering the responsibilities given.

• A Girl Child Education Promotion Campaign was conducted
to educate and inform community members on the
importance of girl child education, increasing girl child
enrolment, school attendance and bring dropout girls back
to school in 28 villages of six gram panchayats of Chittorgarh
block.

• During the rally, efforts were made to identify children who
were not going to school or irregular or have dropped out.
The rally was launched on August 11, 2009 and concluded
on September 11, 2009.

• A two-day Researcher Baseline Orientation Workshop was
organised at CHD on October 20-21, 2009. The purpose of
this workshop was to orient the researchers about various
tools, formats and schedules to be used for the Baseline
Survey.

• One Bal Mela was organised at Upper Primary School,
Kesarpura on October 06, 2009, to create awareness in
the community regarding child rights, provide the children
with a platform to display their skills and sensitise the
government school teachers towards child-friendly teaching
and learning.
• A one-day animator training was organised at CHD on
December 08 & 30, 2009. The purpose of the training was
to orient the animators about child rights, model of Bal
Sabha and Bal Panchayat and importance of recording
minutes of the Bal Sabha and Bal Panchayat meetings.
• A one-day Media Sensitisation and Consultation
workshop was held in CHD on December 27, 2009, to
sensitise the media about child rights. Discussions were
held on the problems related to making education more
inclusive. Guidance of media was sought in taking up
sensitive issues such as child trafficking and child sexual
harassment and abuse.
• A one-day training was organised at CHD on December
20, 2009 to orient the staff of NGOs working on the issues
of child rights on research, documentation and sharing of

learning. The staff of NGOs shared their experience of working
on the issues of child rights and child protection.

• A meeting of Key Stakeholders from the project area was
organised at the Centre, on December 18, 2009 to raise the
awareness of key stakeholders such as Sarpanch, Ward
Panch, Secretary, community volunteers, opinion leaders,
etc., on schemes directly or indirectly related to excluded
children.

Bal Mela to Promote Child Rights
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• Stakeholder consultation and sensitisation meeting was
organised at CHD on December 15, 2009 to orient the parents
of excluded children about various schemes and programmes
meant for children and their rights.

• ‘Bal Adhikaar Samvaad’ (Interface of excluded children with
structures of local governance) was organised at CHD on
December 08, 2009 and February 09, 2010. The purpose of
this workshop was to raise awareness level of children about
various government schemes and programmes meant for
children and how children can participate in making it more
accessible.

• One meeting of children was organised on January 15, 2010
to jointly prepare a Children’s Charter of Demand. 46 children
and 25 animators participated in this meeting. Bal Panchayat
members presented the Charter of Demand to the PRI
contestant from their village and took a promise from them
in writing that after getting selected they will make their best
efforts to fullfil the demands of children on priority and work
towards building child-friendly gram panchayats.

• The Campaign against Child Labour was
organised in February 2010 in project
villages, where the message was
communicated in the Bal Sabha, the Bal
Panchayat and community meetings,
with the help of campaign against child
labour 2010 pamphlets.

• One workshop to train children to
generate information education and
communication (IEC) material was held
at CHD on February 18-19, 2010. About
100 children from 28 villages and 24
animators participated in this
workshop. The workshop started with
making paper caps and ice-breaking
games. This was followed by group discussions on child rights,
child labour, ill-effects of child marriage, problems faced by
excluded children in attending school, importance of activity-
based teaching-learning, climate change, etc.

• A one-day Teachers’ orientation on ‘Social Exclusion and Child
Rights’ was held at CHD on February 22, 2010. The purpose
of this workshop was to sensitise the teachers towards the
needs of excluded children from a child rights perspective.

• A one-day Orientation workshop of Health Department
Officials was organised at CHD on February 24, 2010. The
purpose of the workshop was to orient the Auxiliary Nurse
Midwives (ANMs), Accredited Social Health Activists (ASHAs)
and Anganwari workers to child health and rights.

• A Campaign against Child Marriage was organised in 28
villages in February 2010. The purpose of this campaign was
to increase awareness on the menace of child marriage, by
involving children to advocate against child marriage.

Research & Publications
Titali – a quarterly newsletter was published and disseminated

Children learning to generate information,
education and communication
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SHG Promotion and Bank Linkage Project Chittorgarh
and Bhilwara
In its effort to empower women under the overall objective of
ensuring socio-economic development and enhance livelihood,
CHD is implementing Self Help Groups (SHGs) Promotion and
Bank Linkage Project in Chittorgarh and Bhilwara districts of
Rajasthan with the support of National Bank for Agricultural
and Rural Development (NABARD).

In Bhilwara district, the project is being implemented in Banera,
Suwana and Mandalgarh blocks. It is being implemented in
Chittorgarh, Nimbahera and Gangrar blocks. The objective of
the project is to increase the savings activity among women,
and help them engage in income-generating activities, which
will raise their living standards on sustainable basis.

Advocacy & Networking
• The Project Implementation & Monitoring Committee (PIMC)

meeting of NABARD Bhilwara project was held at Baroda
Rajasthan Grameen Bank’s Regional Office on April 21, 2009.
Members reviewed the progress of the project and approved
the release of next installment. The PIMC meeting of NABARD
Chittorgarh project was held at CHD on April 23, 2009. During
the PIMC meetings, the committee members suggested to
encourage women for inter loaning.

• Training programmes for SHG post holders were organised
with the support of NABARD in Suwana block of Bhilwara
district. The purpose of the training was to orient SHG post
holders on documentation and bank transactions. Three
trainings were organised in three different places during
August 23-26, 2009.

• SHG Loan Mela was organised by
CUTS, in association with the Baroda
Rajasthan Grameen Bank (BRGB), in
Chittorgarh, on September 26, 2009;
and in Bhilwara on September 19,
2010 respectively. In this programme,
50 SHGs, formed under the NABARD-
supported ‘SHG Promotion and Bank
Linkage Project’, were credit-linked
with BRGB and cheques were
disbursed to SHG members.
• The PIMC meeting of NABARD
Chittorgarh project was held at CHD
on November 17, 2009 and Bhilwara
project was held at Bhilwara, on
November 16, 2009. Committees,
after reviewing the progress,

approved the release of the next installment and requested to
credit link the eligible groups. During meetings, the committee
members suggested encouraging women for inter-loaning.

• Interaction of SHG office-bearers with media was organised
in Bhilwara on December 25, 2009. The SHG office-bearers
shared their experience of being a part of SHG movement
with the media persons from Punjab Kesari, Lokjeevan, Dainik

An approach to empower women
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Bhaskar, Rajasthan Patrika, Lovani, TV99, ETV Rajasthan,
Sbn News, etc.

• One loan mela was organised in Singoli village on March 25,
2010. 30 Self Help Groups (SHGs), were credit-linked with
Barundani branch of Baroda Rajasthan Grameen Bank
(BRGB) and loan of R16,65,000 were disbursed to SHG
members. One other loan mela was held in Ranikpura village
in Banera block of Bhilwara on March 05, 2010 where 9 SHGs
were credit linked with BRGB Maandal Branch. The loan
amount was R2,25,000.

Swarn Jayanti Grameen Swa-Rozgar Yojna (SGSY) –
Chittorgarh
The Centre is implementing a micro-credit project in three blocks
(Nimbaheda, Bhadesar and Chittorgarh) of Chittorgarh. The
project is being funded by Zila Parishad under SGSY scheme of
Government of India. The project covers below poverty level (BPL)
communities. The objective of the project is to empower weaker
sections of the society, linking them with income generation
activities and make them self reliant.

Mother NGO (MNGO) Project
Although India has made significant strides in reducing maternal
and child mortality, lot more needs to be done. India is still one
of the few countries with the highest maternal and child mortality.
The present situation with respect to Reproductive and Child
Health (RCH) services in India is unsatisfactory. To improve the
RCH services in the marginalised population of the un-served
and under-served areas, the Centre is working to improve the
RCH indicators in these areas with specific focus on Maternal
and Child Health, Family Planning, Immunisation, Institutional
Delivery, Reproductive Tract Infection and Adolescent
Reproductive Healthcare, CHD is working as the Mother NGO
(MNGO) for Chittorgarh and Bhilwara districts of Rajasthan,
under the ‘National Rural Health Mission (NRHM)’ scheme of
the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW), Government
of India (GoI).

National Environment Awareness Campaign (NEAC)
CUTS CART is the nodal agency for implementing the National
Environmental Awareness Campaign in Rajasthan with the
support of the Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF)
Government of India. CUTS CHD is the project partner in
implementing it in Chittorgarh district.

The main objective of the NEAC programme is to raise awareness
among the public and make environmental protection a people’s
movement, so that each and every citizen of this country is
involved in the protection of the environment.

Advocacy & Networking
• A pre-project planning workshop was organised at CHD on

August 04, 2009. The purpose of the workshop was to orient
participants about the ill-effects of climate change and
facilitate NGOs to apply for the project.
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• One District Level Consultation on
‘Climate Change – Challenges and Possibilities’
was held at CHD on February 25, 2010. The
purpose of the workshop was to deliberate on
the increasing problem of Climate Change, the
arising challenges and possible alternatives for
adaptation and mitigation. Depicting the impact
of climate change on earth and humans, a
documentary film, ‘Inconvenient Truth, was also
screened. One poster, Chhota Kadam Bada
Parivartan (meaning: small step big change),
published by CUTS, was also released by the
guests.

Capacity Building on Electricity
Reforms in Bangladesh, India and Nepal
(RESA)

CUTS with the support of the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (NORAD) undertook an initiative over two years
(2008- 2010) in Nepal, Bangladesh, and two states of India (West
Bengal and Rajasthan) to build capacity of consumer groups/
CSOs to enable them to deal with the issues involved, take-up
action research, share experiences, and carryout advocacy with
policymakers and regulatory agencies to effect pro-consumer
changes in the electricity regulatory/policy processes. The project
was implemented in association with local partners. CUTS CHD
was the local partner in Chittorgarh.

Advocacy & Networking
• The Grassroots Interface Meetings (GIMs) were held in

Chittorgarh, on July 18, 2009. The objective of the GIMs was
to reach out to the electricity consumers at the local level
and enable them to appreciate the role that they need to play
in regulatory reforms and transfer some of the key advocacy
skills to them.

• The three Sub-GIMs were held in Gangrar, on July 25, 2009;
in Begu, on July 27, 2009; and in Badi Sadri, on July 29,
2009. The purpose of the meetings was to appreciate the role
played by different stakeholders of the society in electricity
reforms and pass on advocacy skills to them. The meetings
reviewed the measures taken by the electricity department
and consumers to address the problems of electricity.

Other Initiatives
Strengthening of Chittorgarh District NGO (DNGO)
Forum
CHD is the secretariat of the DNGO forum. A Meeting of District
NGO (DNGO) forum was held at CHD on June 21, 2009. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the role of DNGO forum
in supporting district administrations’ initiative in developmental
work and reflect the core working committee.

Deliberations on the increasing problem of climate change
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Representations

Place & Date

Mumbai, India,
April 24-25, 2009

Chittorgarh, India,
May 24, 2009

Jodhpur, India,
July 11-12, 2009

Chittorgarh, India,
July 19, 2009

Jaipur, India
September 9-11,
2009

Jaipur, India
September 23-27,
2009,

Bharatpur, India
October 12-14,2009

Udaipur, India
October 22-24,
2009

Chittorgarh, India
October 26, 2009,

Event/Organiser

JTCDM Second
International Roundtable
organised by Jamsetji
Tata Centre for Disaster
Management, TISS
Mumbai

District Level Consultation
organised by Health
Department

National Workshop on
Capacity Building for
Rural Entrepreneurship in
the Drylands and Deserts
organised by Lokhit
Pashu-Palak Sansthan
(LPPS) in partnership with
DRYNET

National Conference
organised by District
Administration, Medical &
Health Department and
Indian Medical
Association

Partners’ Meet 2009
organised by Sightsavers’
International (North West
India Area Office Jaipur)

State level training on
quality education
organised by Save the
Children

IPAP Baseline Orientation
Workshop organised by
Save the Children

Workshop on Pre-Election
Voter Awareness
Campaign organised by
Astha Udaipur

District level media
workshop organised by
Kriti Sansthan Nimbahera

Issue/Objective

Exploring Human Security
and Disaster Management

Pre-conception and Pre-
natal Diagnostic Techniques

Dryland issues and
combating desertification

‘Making Medicines
Affordable – Reaching the
Unreached’

Build capacity of the
partners on inclusion and
rights-based approach,
community-based
rehabilitation and inclusive
education planning and
leadership development for
sustainable advocacy

Build capacity of partners
on Education Management
system of Elementary
Education in the State of
Rajasthan and child-friendly
education

Build capacity of
researchers on conducting
baseline survey

Advocacy strategies for
development programmes

Participant(s)

Amit Chowdhury

Amit Chowdhury

Madan Giri
Goswami

Amit Chowdhury

Ashish Tripathi

Sanjay Moud
Madan Lal Keer
Neetu Joshi
Chanda Jaat
Kroshna Taneja
Badri Meghwal

Ashish Tripathi
Parth Joshi
Vandana
Chouhan

Shiv Lal Prajapat
Seema Yagnik

Madan Giri
Goswami

Contd...
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Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

FGD Orientation
Workshop organised by
Save the Children

Meeting of Consumer
Protection Council
organised by district
administration
Chittorgarh

State Level Training of
Trainers organised by
Department of Health and
Family Welfare,
Rajasthan

State level Workshop
organised by Indira
Gandhi Panchayati Raj &
Gramin Vikas Sansthan,
Jaipur

State level workshop on
advocacy organised by
Save the Children

Refresher training
organised by Voluntary
Health Association of
India (VHAI)

State Level Consultation
on Advocacy organised by
Save the Children

State Level Consultation
organised by Indian
Environmental Society,
New Delhi

Training Workshop
organised by Save the
Children

District Health Society
meeting organised by
Health Department,
Bhilwara

Alwar, India
October 26-29,
2009

Chittorgarh, India
October 27, 2009

Jaipur, India
November 9-10,
2009

Jaipur, India
November 19,
2009

Jaipur, India
November 29-28,
2009

Jaipur India
December 17-18,
2009

Jaipur India
December 18-19,
2009

Udaipur, India
January 6, 2010

Jaipur, India
January 28-30,
2010

Bhilwara, India
March 26, 2010,

Build capacity of participants
on conducting FGDs and
effectively documenting its
proceedings

Review the progress of
‘Shuddh ke liye Yuddh’
campaign and various other
schemes and programmes
related to protection of
consumers

Training of Janmangal
couples

‘Experience Sharing in
Capacity Building of PRIs’

Child Protection

Reproductive and Child
Health

Child Protection

Recycling of Marble Slurry
Waste

Gender and Right to
Education

Review the progress of
health-related schemes in
the district

Parth Joshi

Ashish Tripathi

Madan Lal Keer

Madan Giri
Goswami

Piyush
Baranwal

Madan Lal Keer
Shiv Lal
Prajapat

Sanjay Moud

Madan Giri
Goswami

Sanjay Moud
Madan Lal Keer
Chanda Jaat
Vandana
Chouhan

Shiv Lal
Prajapat
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Green Chittorgarh’ Initiative
The DNGO forum meeting was held at CHD on June 28, 2009.
The purpose of the meeting was to restructure DNGO forum,
elect a new working committee and finalise the plan for the Green
Chittorgarh.

Building Capacity on Child Welfare- Staff Orientation
A one-day orientation workshop on Child Protection and Rights
was organised at CHD on July 24, 2009. The purpose of the
workshop was to orient new and old staff about child protection
and child rights.

Reflections: Self-improvement – CHD Mini-retreat
A Mini-retreat of the Centre was held at the CHD premises on
August 13-14, 2009. The two-day event was divided into eight
sessions. All 18 staff members of the Centre attended the retreat.
In addition to reviewing the ongoing projects, detailed discussions
were held regarding the funding strategy, positive developments
and critical limitations.

Assessing Learning Skills – ASER 2009
Annual Survey of Education Report (ASER) 2009 survey training
was organised at CHD on October 23-26, 2009. The purpose of
the ASER survey was to assess the learning level of school going
students. CUTS CHD is one of partners in carrying out the survey
for Pratham Rajasthan for Chittorgarh. The survey was carried
out in 30 villages of Chittorgarh district.

Consultation on National Consumer Day
To mark the National Consumer Day, a consultation workshop
was organised by the Centre on December 24, 2009 with the
logistic support from District Supply Office, Chittorgarh. The
theme for this year was Sajag Upbhokta, Surakshit Nivesh. S.R.
Gander, President, District Consumer Forum, was the Chief Guest
and D.C. Jain, Additional District Collector, was special invitee.
the efforts of CUTS in empowering consumers. 68 participants
attended this workshop.

Road Safety Week
Road Safety Week was observed with the support of District
Transport Office, Chittorgarh, from January 04-10, 2010. In this
duration, reflectors were put on about 600 slow-moving vehicles
like bullock–carts and tractors. Awareness generation activities
involved distribution of pamphlets and talks on road safety in
various schools.

World Consumer Rights Day
The Centre in collaboration with the District Supply Office (DSO)
organised a district-level consultation on the eve of World
Consumer Rights Day at Chittorgarh, on March 15, 2010. Ashish
Tripathi of CUTS discussed the history of WCRD and shed light
on the theme for 2010 ‘our money our rights’. Similar
consultations were also organised in all the blocks of Chittorgarh
by CUTS, with the support of the DSO.
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Outreach Activities
• PACE (CUTS CHD quarterly e-newsletter)
• One pamphlet each on Child Labour and Child Marriage
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Keya Ghosh
Adviser

CUTS Calcutta Resource Centre (CRC)

CUTS Calcutta Resource Centre (CUTS CRC) became operational
in 1987. It started working in the area of consumer protection.
After four years, in 1991, it started working on trade, economics
and environment. Later on, a specialised centre, entitled Centre
for International Trade, Economics & Environment (CITEE) was
launched to undertake these works.

Meanwhile, a network ‘South Asia Watch on Trade Economics &
Environment’ (SAWTEE) was launched jointly with other NGOs
in South Asia. The same was developed with a view to
strengthening the work on capacity building, policy research
and advocacy in the regional bloc.

In the later part of 1997, CITEE moved to Jaipur and dimension
of Calcutta centre was changed. The Centre started reviving
Safety Watch activities, which involved consumer safety. A new
round of activities on Sustainable Production and Consumption
started taking place at this Centre. A host of projects on
environmental sustainability and atmospheric issues were taken
up during 1999-2002.

In 2001, once again trade related activities were reintroduced. A
cluster of programmes on Grassroots Economic Development
was taken up during this period. Since 2008, the Centre has
gradually started focussing on energy & related issues. Currently
the Centre is working focussing on the following programme
areas:

Programme Areas
• Regulatory Reforms in the Electricity Sector
• Trade & Economics
• Environment

Projects

Capacity Building on Electricity Reforms in
Bangladesh, India and Nepal (RESA Project)
CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment & Economic Regulation
is implementing the project entitled, ‘Capacity Building on
Electricity Reforms in Bangladesh, India and Nepal’ (RESA). The
project is being implemented with the support of the Norwegian
Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD). Over a period of
two years this project intends to build capacity of consumer
groups/CSOs to enable them to deal with the issues involved,
take-up action research, share experiences, and carryout
advocacy with policymakers and regulatory agencies to effect
pro-consumer changes in the electricity regulatory/policy
processes.

NK Sinha
Office Manager

Prithviraj Nath
Programme Officer

Sumanta Biswas
Project Assitant

Arnab Ganguly
Research
Associate

Sushanto Banerjee
Office Assistant

Mrinmoy Dey
Project

Associate
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The project was a combination of research & advocacy and is
being implemented simultaneously in India, Bangladesh and
Nepal. The Centre was involved in implementation of the project
in West Bengal.

Advocacy & Networking
The major activities and events during the period April ’09 to
March ’10 included the following:
• Reference Group Meeting II was organised to finalise the

strategy for implementation of GIM phase-II and to share the
systemic problems identified from GIM-1 so as to start the
process of finding practical solutions to these problems.

• Grassroots Interface
Meetings (GIMs) phase II
were organised in 10
districts to reach out to the
players at the local level,
who were targeted during
Phase I and enable them to
appreciate the role that they
need to play in regulatory
reforms and facilitate the
transition towards a more
transparent and efficient
electricity sector. Efforts
were also made to provide
possible practical solutions

to the systemic problems identified during Phase I.
• National Advocacy Seminar was organised to facilitate and

help developing a network between and amongst the
participants, such as policy makers, regulators, civil society
representatives, etc on the challenges that needs to be
addressed on electricity reforms, across the territories in a
particular country. The objective of the seminar was to
disseminate, discuss and deliberate on key advocacy issues
of electricity consumers of Rajasthan and West Bengal.

• The Final Consumer Survey was undertaken to gauge the
level of understanding and awareness of consumers/users
on the scope for their engagement in the process of electricity
reforms, as imparted through project meetings and
interactions. The respondents targeted for this were mainly
the same people who were involved while undertaking the
baseline survey and GIMs.

Grassroots Reachout & Networking in India on Trade
& Economics (GRANITE)
The Centre is implementing, as a project partner, a three-year
project entitled, GRANITE Phase-II in West Bengal. The objective
of this phase was to understand whether and how the
implementation of the National Foreign Trade Policy of India,
2004-09 affected (or, not affected) export of that specific product
from West Bengal

2nd Reference Group Meeting under RESA project held in Kolkata on May 02, 2009
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The project is a combination of research and advocacy and is
being implemented in eight Indian states, viz. Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Maharashtra, Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh and West Bengal. It is being implemented over a period
of three years (July, 2007 to June, 2010) with the support of
The Royal Norwegian Embassy, New Delhi and Novib (Oxfam,
The Netherlands).

Advocacy & Networking
Major activities during this period involved:
• Preparation of the Case Study on the Mango Economy of Malda

based on field research done earlier.
• A State Level Advocacy Workshop

was organised to share the
research findings of the case study
and find inclusive ways of
integrating international trade and
human development, through
multi-stakeholder discussions. In
this effort, the workshop also
attempted to crystallise the
advocacy points that emerge out
of the discussions and
communicate them to the policy
makers.

• Second National Seminar of
GRANITE Phase II was held to
share findings from all eight
territories in India and deliberate on forward looking policy
recommendations.

Lead-Acid Battery Waste Management in West Bengal
The Centre implemented the project entitled ‘Lead-Acid Battery
Waste Management in West Bengal’ with the support of West
Bengal Pollution Control Board (WBPCB). The overall objective
of the project was to identify the stakeholders involved in different
stages of battery usage and assessing the extent of compliance
to the Battery (Management and Handling) Rules, 2001 among
various stakeholders

The project was principally research based and implemented
over a period of 14 months. It involved studying lead acid battery
sector stakeholders in and around the city of Kolkata.

Advocacy & Networking
Major activities for this period included:
• Questionnaire survey of different stakeholder groups which

included manufacturers (big & small), importers, dealers,
retailers, recyclers, garage owners, end consumers and
informal sector players.

• Data entry and analysis of survey to identify issues, gaps
and provide recommendations.

Keya Ghosh, Sanjeev Chopra and Sanjeev Nandwani at the
 State Level Advocacy Seminar in Kolkata, on June 27, 2009
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• Presentation of findings to WBPCB
• Presentation of findings to a larger audience at a multi-

stakeholder meeting convened by WBPCB.

A Study on Socio-Economic Impact Assessment of
Rural Electrification in the State of West Bengal
The Centre implemented the project entitled ‘A Study on Socio-
Economic Impact Assessment of Rural Electrification in the State
of West Bengal’ with the support of KPMG Advisory Services Pvt.
Ltd. The overall objective of the project was to study the social
and economic linkages to various components of the power sector
reforms and identify cross linkages of power sector with other
sectors like impact of rural electrification on social, environmental
and economic fabric of villages, linkages of agricultural to water,
irrigation and energy issues.

The project was a combination of research & advocacy, wherein
the findings were shared with policy makers of all relevant/related
sectors. The study was undertaken in six districts of West Bengal
over a period of nine months (April 2009-September 2009).

Advocacy & Networking
• Focus Group Discussion (FGD) in
the said districts with diverse groups like
farmers groups, women’s groups, etc. to
understand how electrification has
affected them
• Dissemination seminar with all
relevant departments of the state
government to share findings, learning
and key advocacy issues.

Research
• Questionnaire survey of 1200
households in six districts of West
Bengal. This included electrified, as well
as non-electrified households. In every
district at least four moujas were studied.
• Key Informant’s Interviews with at
least eight respondents from each of the
six districts. This included Panchayat
members, local opinion leaders, NGO

representatives, government officials, school masters,
prominent business men, etc.

• Data entry and subsequent analysis of the same to arrive at
forward looking recommendations and advocacy points.

Prithviraj Nath in focus group discussion with farmers who are
expressing their concerns about electricity
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Representations

Date & Place

Kolkata, India
March 25, 2009

Kolkata, India
June 05, 2009

Kolkata, India
June 12-14,
2009

Kolkata, India
July 02, 2009

Kolkata, India
August 28 & 29,
2009

Kolkata, India
September
11, 2009

Issue/Objective

Discuss governments role
in developing agriculture
and related infrastructure
in the state to tide over the
present phase of world
economic crisis

Emphasised upon the roles
and responsibilities of the
citizens of India in
combating the evils of
climate change

Provide a platform to
various stakeholders to
learn, discuss and
exchange experience about
major structural,
technical, managerial and
regulatory changes in the
sector

Create awareness on
global environmental
issues and the need to
minimise climate impact of
industrial operations
without deviating from the
profit motive

Build up a green network
between NGOs and
conscious people working
in the interest of
environment in West
Bengal

Event/Organiser

A half day workshop entitled
“Economic Crisis and
Response” organised by the
Bharat Chamber of Commerce

A programme entitled, ‘From
Waste to Wealth’ organised
jointly by the West Bengal
Pollution Control Board, and
The Department of
Environment, Government of
West Bengal to celebrate the
World Environment Day

Three day programme ‘Mango
Mahotsav 2009’ organised by
the Indian Chamber of
Commerce, The Agri-
Horticulture Society of India
and The Department of Food
Processing Industries and
Horticulture, Government of
West Bengal

A Conference ‘Powering
Towards the Future’ organised
by Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) in partnership
with West Bengal State
Electricity Distribution
Company Ltd. (WBSEDCL)

2nd Environment and Energy
Conclave on the theme
Solutions for Building
Competitive Advantage
organised by the Bengal
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry

Official launching programme
of Green Mancha (the green
network) jointly by
Environment Governed
Integrated Organisation
(EnGIO), Kolkata; Paribesh
Academy (Sabujer Avijan)
Chandannagar along with
some other organisations

Participant(s)

Arnab Ganguly
Mrinmoy Dey

Keya Ghosh
Arnab Ganguly

Keya Ghosh
Arnab Ganguly

Keya Ghosh
Prithviraj Nath
Mrinmoy Dey

Prithviraj Nath
Mrinmoy Dey
N K Sinha

Mrinmoy Dey

Contd...
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Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

Kolkata, India
September 14,
2009

Kolkata, India
September 17,
2009

Kolkata, India
October 31,
2009

Kolkata, India
November
05, 2009

Kolkata, India
November
25, 2009

Kolkata, India
December
10, 2009

New Delhi,
India
December
17-18, 2009

A half day workshop
organised on the issue of
‘Plastic Recycling’ organised
by the WBPCB in
association with Indian
Plastics Federation (IPF)

The workshop organised by
KPMG on behalf of the
Power Department,
Government of West Bengal

‘Bt Brinjal, as India’s first
GM food crop’ organised by
Development Research
Communication and
Services Centre (DRCSC)

‘Agro Protech’ organised by
the Indian Chamber of
Commerce

‘Serader Sera Nirmal
Puroskar 2009’ jointly
organised by Department of
Environment, Government
of West Bengal and
Environment Governed
Integrated Organisation
(EnGIO)

‘Food Safety and
International Standards’
organised by the Indian
Chamber of Commerce

Consultative Workshop on
‘Food Security in South
Asia: Identifying Key
Research Priorities’
organised by International
Development Research
Centre (IDRC)

Build awareness on effective
plastic recycling technology
and also to invite participation
from NGOs and CSOs to help
reduce the problem of waste
plastics in the city

Discuss three main areas, viz.
Socio-Economic Linkages to
Rural Electrification, Board
Evaluation framework for State
Power Utilities and the
Communication Strategy for
the Power Department

Build a platform that will
campaign to make the
consumers aware of the
negative effects of GM crops to
stop GM food production

Exchange ideas for ensuring
National Food Security and
enhancing global
competitiveness

A panel discussion on issues of
‘What Kolkata thinks about its
environment’

Discussed various relevant
issues viz. food safety, quality
control, quality assurance and
quality management; Common
Practices: GHP, GMP, GAP etc;
relevance and importance of
HACCP and its implication in
the market across the globe
with special reference to India
and West Bengal

Identify the chore research
issues for IDRC for the next five
years

N K Sinha
Sumanta
Biswas

Keya Ghosh
Prithviraj Nath
Mrinmoy Dey

Sushanta
Banerjee

Arnab Ganguly

Mrinmoy Dey

Keya Ghosh

Keya Ghosh

Contd...
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Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

Kolkata, India
February 12,
2009

Kolkata, India
February 15,
2010

Kolkata, India
February
19-20, 2010

Environment Partnership
Summit 2010 organised by
the Indian Chamber of
Commerce in association
with the Department of
Environment, Government
of West Bengal.

Interactive Session on
Competition Law jointly
organised by the Indian
Chamber of Commerce and
Khaitan & Co., a law firm

‘Towards a Pharmaceutical
Policy in India in the
Changed Perspective’
jointly organised by
Community Development
Medicinal Unit in
collaboration with Health
Action International Asia
Pacific & Jan Swasthya
Abhiyan

Focussed on issues such as
need for better environment
conservation and the role of
business and regulatory
bodies in this respect, better
waste management and
handling, various ways of
arsenic contamination in
drinking water and their
mitigation measures, benefits
of eco-labelling etc

Discussion and dissemination
on Competition Law of India

Initiate a dialogue on the
present pharmaceutical policy
of India and how well it can
incorporate major concerns of
the consumers

N K Sinha
Arnab Ganguly

Keya Ghosh
Arnab Ganguly

Arnab Ganguly
Sumanta
Biswas
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CUTS Delhi Resource Centre (DRC)

CUTS Delhi Resource Centre (CUTS DRC) has been set up as a
full-fledged office to act as the focal point for CUTS’ advocacy,
outreach and external relations relating to government and
national institutions, media & parliament. The objective of
opening the Delhi Resource Centre is to feed the work being
done at the national level by the other centres of CUTS,
particularly at Chittorgarh, Calcutta and Jaipur into policy level
interventions. Besides showcasing the work of CUTS and feeding
the same in the various policy advocacies at the appropriate
forum, the centre would strengthen network with research
organisations and consumer groups. Experiences of NGOs from
various states on select issues would also be translated into
policy level interventions.

Programme Areas
• Media Outreach
• Parliamentary Advocacy
• Government Networking and Liasioning
• Events Management

Parliamentary Advocacy
Parliamentary advocacy is an important activity of the Centre.
To facilitate the parliamentary advocacy, the Centre worked on:
• sending questions to identified parliamentarians to be raised

during the parliamentary sessions;
• following up of the questions raised and responses received,

on subjects of interest; and
• informing and sensitising members of Parliament (MPs) for

raising parliamentary questions on different socio-economic
issues, including bills to be put forth for a wider and well-
informed discussion on the floor of the Parliament.

Media Outreach
CUTS DRC has successfully organised participation and coverage
of media both print as well as electronic for CUTS’ various events.
The Centre is responsible for coordinating for columns/write
ups in various newspapers in print and electronic media for
greater visibility of CUTS activities in media. It liaises with the
press on one to one basis through informal meetings, giving
press releases, sharing exclusive stories, and initiating debates
on topical issues. The Centre also did advocacy with media,
making them aware of issues of immediate attention coming out
of CUTS’ research.

Networking
The Centre was able to maintain working relationships with
important Delhi-based CSOs, developmental organisations,
premier Chambers of Commerce and Industries, government

Vijay Singh
Centre Coordinator
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ministries and their various departments. It has been able to
build up an effective and meaningful working relationship with
the following ministries and their departments: Ministry of
Commerce & Industry, Ministry of Finance (especially DCA &
DEA) Ministry of Consumer Affairs (especially BIS), Ministry of
Environment & Forest, Commerce & Industry, Power,
Competition Commission of India, Corporate Affairs and Planning
Commission etc.

Event Management
The Centre was involved in executing and organising various
events – beginning from booking of the venues, dealing with
vendors, necessary logistics till the final execution of the event.
This also includes the necessary follow-up with the participants,
hotels/venues, signing the contract and ensuring the necessary
and crucial elements for organising an event with economies of
scale. Some of such events in which the Centre was involved
are:
• The Political Economy of Regulation in India – What do we

need to do? at New Delhi, on March 28, 2009
• India Competition Regulation Report 2009, in New Delhi, on

March 28, 2009
• Competition Regulation and Development Research Forum

(CDRF-2), Meeting in New Delhi, on September 05, 2009
• Traffic Calming Strategies to Improve Pedestrian Safety in

India, Regional & National Dissemination Meetings, in New
Delhi, on October 28, 2010

• CUTS-FES event in New Delhi, on October 20-21, 2009
• A Seminar on Regulatory Reform and Building Governance

Capacities in India in New Delhi, on December 03, 2009
• Parliamentarians’ Forum on Economic Policy Issues

(PARFORE), Meeting in New Delhi, on December 16, 2009
• Prof Jean-Pierre Lehmann Lecture on “The urgent

Imperative of the global goods agenda in the next decade”, in
New Delhi, on February 16, 2010

• What’, ‘Why’ and ‘How’ of Eco-labelling: Consultative
Workshops for the Indian Textiles Industries, in New Delhi,
on February 09, 2010

• CUTS-IIFT Seminar on Doha Round Impacts on India: A Study
in a Sequential Dynamic CGE Framework in New Delhi, on
March 04, 2010

• International Conference on Quality of Regulation: Case
Research and Analysis in New Delhi, on March 27, 2010

Outreach
DRC has made effective media outreach both with electronic &
print media for increased coverage of CUTS organised events,
disseminated sold CUTS publications to relevant stakeholders.

Others
DRC aims to make PARFORE more vibrant and broad based
and set the target to take on board 50 top parliamentarians as
its members, more vigorous interaction with media on a regular
basis.
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CUTS Africa Resource Centre (CUTS ARC), Lusaka

CUTS Africa Resource Centre (CUTS ARC), Lusaka is a non
governmental organisation which was established in December
2000 in Lusaka Zambia. CUTS ARC is the southern Africa
Resource Centre for CUTS international based in India. The
centre is functioning as a resource centre for Africa based civil
society organisations, as well as a centre for studies, research
and advocacy programmes. It is entrusted with the responsibility
of developing a close and beneficial relationship between two
developing regions namely Southern Africa and South Asia. The
centre also works with partner institutions in Kenya, Tanzania,
South Africa, Zimbabwe, Uganda, Namibia, Mozambique and
Malawi among others in the implementation of policy, investment,
and consumer protection issues.

Programme Areas
• Trade and Development
• Consumer Protection
• Competition Policy & Law
• Investment Climate/Regulation

Projects
• Enhanced Integrated Framework Project (EIF)
• Raising Awareness at Grassroots on Competition Policy and

Consumer Protection Issues in Zambia
• Linkages between Trade, Development and Poverty Reduction

(TDP)
• Fostering Equity and Accountability in the Trading System

(FEATS)
• Building Capacity for Media Coverage on Trade and Economic

Issues in Zambia

Enhanced Integrated Framework Project (EIF)
Enhanced Integrated Framework (EIF) is a measure to bridge
the gap between demand and supply as effectively as possible
and mainstream trade into national development strategies. The
objective of the project is to engage civil society and other actors
in the EIF process and supporting them to respond to ongoing
policy discussions on trade and development taking place in the
EIF process, thus playing an active role in the Trade Expansion
Working Group.

Advocacy & Networking
• A roundtable meeting with the Executive Director of the EIF

Secretariat, Dorothy Tembo was held on April 09, 2009 to
familiarise him with what CUTS was working on the EIF
process in Zambia and to also get an update from her on the
status of the EIF process.

• A roundtable meeting for the private sector was organised on
May 08, 2009. The aim of the meeting was to share information

Patrick C Chengo
Project Assistant

Simon Ng’ona
Research Assistant

Tamiko Sichinga
Mule

Administrative
Assistant

Charles
Katangola

Office Assistant

Cornelius Dube
Consultant
Economist
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on the current status of the implementation of EIF in Zambia,
discuss and develop private sector position on the EIF process
in Zambia and to develop private sector policy
recommendations.

• A one day sensitisation
workshop on gender dimensions of EIF
was held in Lusaka, on June 12, 2009.
The objectives of the workshop were to
sensitise gender based organisations on
the EIF so as that they assess the
opportunities of the EIF; raise gender
concerns and input them into the EIF
implementation process in Zambia; and
educate gender based group about the
extent to which trade and the EIF in
particular can contribute to development
and poverty reduction.
• A fourth sensitisation workshop
was held in Chipata, on November 02,
2009. The objectives of the workshop were
to sensitise and engage various
stakeholders on the EIF process so that

they could assess the opportunities of the EIF to lease
developed countries (LDCs), such as Zambia; assess the
feasibility of incorporating the EIF in the Fifth National
Development Plan; and provide recommendations that would
feed into the successful implementation of the EIF in Zambia.

• A research dissemination workshop was held in Lusaka, on
November 27, 2009. The objective of this workshop was to
disseminate the two research studies: A Study on the Rice
Value-chain in Zambia and An Assessment of the Zambian
Diagnostic Trade Integrated Study to various stakeholders
which included government, donor communities and CSOs
and media in the hope that the two study reports should
contribute to the successful implementation of the EIF process
in Zambia.

Raising Awareness at Grassroots on Competition
Policy and Consumer Protection issues in Zambia
CUTS with the support from the Capacity Building for Private
Sector Development (CBPSD) is implementing a six months on
raising awareness at grassroots on competition policy and
consumer protection issues in Zambia. The objective of the project
to establish the missing link between competition enforcement
on one hand, and achieving desirable impacts for common
Zambian consumers, on the other. It is also envisaged that the
project will enhance the capacity of consumers to better
comprehend consumer protection and competition policy issues
and engage with policy makers to facilitate policy reforms.

Advocacy & Networking
• Three sensitisation workshops were organised in Southern

province on February 08-09, 2010; in Copperbelt province on
February 22-23, 2010; and in Luapula province on February
25-26, 2010 respectively. The objective of the workshops was

Sensitisation workshop on gender dimensions in
Lusaka, on June 12, 2009
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to increase awareness and understanding among various
stakeholders, especially the consumers at the grassroots on
the relevance of competition for consumer welfare.

• A national sensitisation workshop was organised in Lusaka
on March 04, 2010. The objective of the workshop was to
bring all regulators and other civil society organisations (CSOs)
to meet and discuss the transformations in different sectors,
on one hand, and soliciting possible alternatives in nurturing
the competition regime in a way it benefits consumers, on
the other.

Research & Publications
A Brochure was prepared and disseminated covering the project
objectives, goals, activities and expected outcomes.

Linkages between Trade, Development and Poverty
Reduction (TDP)
This was a four-year project (December 2005-December 2008)
implemented by CUTS Centre for Trade, Economics &
Environment (CUTS CITEE). It was aimed at facilitating cross-
fertilisation of experiences and lessons learnt on linkages between
trade, development and poverty. CUTS CITEE implemented these
activities in association with its different centres and partner
organisations in 15 countries in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), Asia
and Europe.

Fostering Equity and Accountability in the Trading
System (FEATS)
CUTS Geneva Resource Centre (CUTS GRC) with the support of
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, US, is implementing
the “Fostering Equity and Accountability in the Trading System
(FEATS)” Project. FEATS project began in 2008 and will continue
through March 2011 with the broad goals to raise awareness for
better coherence between development and trade policies, thus
contributing to economic development and poverty reduction in
project countries. FEATS project countries include Kenya,
Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia.

Advocacy & Networking
• The National Inception Meeting was held at Lusaka, on

October 20, 2008. After the presentations and initial
discussion on CUTS FEATS project and the ToRs for trade
policy study in the first session, three substantive
presentations were made by Sikatema S Mulonda, Director
Domestic Trade, Ministry of Commerce, Trade and Industry;
Ernest Mwape of Economics Association of Zambia; and Saul
Banda of the Civil Society for Poverty Reduction.

• A national dialogue was held in Lusaka on April 08, 2009
which was divided into two substantive sessions: one to
discuss the first phase research and the second to make
progress on the Terms of Reference for the second phase
research.
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Research & Publications
A Research Report ‘Towards More Inclusive Trade Policy Making:
Process and Roles of Stakeholders in Select African Countries’
and ‘Improving Ownership through Inclusive Trade Policy Making
Process: Lessons from Africa’ was published.

Building Capacity for Media Coverage on Trade and
Economic Issues in Zambia
This was a one off activity that aimed to bring change in the
Trade and Development agenda through using journalist. It
aimed at building the capacity of journalists from all selected
provinces in Zambia to report and analyse trade, economic and
development related issues. The project endeavoured to bridge
links between sector stake-holders vis-à-vis civil society,
academics, private sector, business associations and Policy
makers with the objective of building an environment which will
sustain media coverage on trade, economics and developmental
issues.

Advocacy & Networking
• A capacity building workshop for the media on WTO issues

was held in Lusaka, in November 2009. The aim of the
workshop was to enlighten media personnel on the WTO and
the forthcoming WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva,
Switzerland. An overwhelming number of business reporters
and editors drawn from both the print and electronic media
attended the workshop which gave them insights of the global
trading system.

Outreach
• Quarterly newsletter ‘Tradequity’ This newsletter is circulated

among stakeholders and CUTS partners mainly in Africa. The
electronic versions of this newsletter are already uploaded in
CUTS website.

• Quarterly in-house e-newsletter ‘Consumer Watch’.
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Representations

Place & Date

Lusaka, Zambia,
May 15, 2009

Lusaka, Zambia,
June 19, 2009

Lusaka, Zambia,
June 09, 2009

London, UK,
June 08, 2009

Lusaka, Zambia,
July 31, 2009

Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, July
30-31, 2009

Lusaka, Zambia,
July 30, 2009

Event/Organiser

A Meeting organised by
the Economics'
Association of Zambia
(EAZ)

a meeting organised by
the Zambia Competition
Commission'(ZCC)

Trade Expansion Working
Group meeting hosted by
the National
Implementation Unit of
the Enhanced Integrated
Framework in Zambia

Inter-Trade Conference
during the World Trade
Week-International
Conference on Trade

Consultative workshop to
analyse draft Competition
and Consumer Protection
Policy organised by the
Zambia Competition
Commission and Ministry
of Commerce Trade &
Industry

Parliamentarians and
civil society workshop on
EPAs

Chirundu One Stop
Border Post Study Tour
organised by the
National Working Group
on Trade Facilitation

Issue/Objective

Dr Dambisa Moyo’s
controversial book called
“Dead Aid” was launched

An initiative for information
dissemination to the local
manufacturers/service
providers regarding anti-
competitive practices and
consumer protection issues
in Zambia as provided for
under the Competition and
Fair Trading Act, Cap 417 of
the Laws of Zambia

Discuss on how Zambia
could be engaged in the new
United Nations Industrial
Development Organisation-
WTO project for Zambia

Demonstrate the vital
importance of trade and
maintain momentum post of
the G20 London Summit
and help highlight the
choices that business, policy
makers and communities
can make to ensure World
trade is sustained

Collect views from members
of the public in order to
come up with the final
document on competition
and consumer protection
policy

Harmonise positions
between policymakers

Develop a short position
paper to be incorporated into
the Zambia’s Border
Agency Coordination study
to be submitted to the WTO

Participant(s)

Simon Ng’ona and
Patrick Chengo

Patrick Chengo

Simon Ng’ona

Angela Mwape
Mulenga

Simon Ng’ona

Patrick Chengo

Simon Ng’ona

Contd...
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Place & Date Event/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

Lusaka, Zambia,
September 23,
2009

Lusaka, Zambia,
October 27-29,
2009

Lusaka, Zambia,
November 05-06,
2009

Lusaka Zambia,
November 05,
2009

Lusaka, Zambia,
December 14-16,
2009

Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, March
04-05, 2010

A training workshop on the
Economic Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)
organised by the Zambia
Competition Commission
in collaboration with Trade
Law Centre for Southern
Africa, Ministry of
Commerce, Trade &
Industry and International
Development Law
Organisation

‘Trade Facilitation in the
Context of North-South
Corridor’ organised by the
Agency for International
Trade Information and
Cooperation and the
Ministry of Commerce
Trade & Industry

A two day EPA Regional
(ESA) Multi-stakeholder
Strategy workshop
organised by the Centre for
Trade Policy and
Development (CTPD,
formerly CSTNZ)

Industry and Trade Sector
Advisory Group meeting
organised by the Ministry
of Commerce, Trade &
Industry

Social Impacts of Meat and
dairy Production and
Consumption conference
organised by Oxfam Novib

A meeting organised by
LDCs watch at the
Economic Commission for
Africa

Assist the legal and
business communities
understand and fully
appreciate interface
between EPAs and
competition

Improve basic
understanding of the WTO
trade facilitation
negotiations among
regional stakeholders

Review and assess the
state of play in the ESA-
IEPA negotiations and
highlight key issues,
challenges and
opportunities for the ESA
member states

Discussed and highlighted
those sectors from trade
and industry which could
be earmarked in the Six
National Development
Plan

Angela Mwape
Mulenga

Simon Ng’ona

Patrick Chengo

Simon Ng’ona

Angela Mulenga

Simon Ngona
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CUTS Africa Resource Centre (CUTS ARC), Nairobi is a
registered non-governmental organisation (NGO) that started
its operations in the year 2002 to work in not only the region of
East Africa but also the Horn of Africa. It was set up with the
mandate of providing support to NGO’s in eastern Africa in the
areas of consumer protection, poverty reduction, development
of trade and economic policy, training and advocacy in these
regions. All this continues to be done with a view to consolidate
and expand the activities of CUTS International in promoting
South-South civil society cooperation in economic development
and trade in the world economy.

Programme Areas
• Trade and Development
• Consumer Awareness and Governance
• Competition, Investment and Economic Regulation

Projects
• Fostering Equity and Accountability in the Trading System

(FEATS)
• Building an Inclusive East Africa Community (BIEAC)
• Competition and Regulation Issues in Kenya’s Energy Sector

Fostering Equity and Accountability in the Trading
System (FEATS)
CUTS Geneva Resource Centre (CUTS GRC) is responsible for
the implementation of the FEATS project, in collaboration with
CUTS Africa Resource Centres in Lusaka, Zambia and Nairobi,
Kenya. This project began in April 2008 with support from the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation of the US. The three-
year project focuses on five countries: three from Eastern
(Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda); and two from Southern (Malawi
and Zambia) Africa. The overarching objective of the project is
to generate a more coherent and pro-trade, pro-development
voice in the formulation and implementation of trade policy at
both the national and international levels.

Advocacy & Networking
• A national dialogue was held in Nairobi on May 19, 2009.

National dialogues were divided into two substantive
sessions: to discuss the first phase research and make
progress on the Terms of Reference for the second phase
research. As part of the first session, a questionnaire was
circulated with questions aimed at validating the research
output of the first study, as well as to fill in some research
gaps.

Clement Victor Onyango
Director

CUTS Africa Resource Centre (CUTS ARC), Nairobi

Victor Ogalo
Programme Officer

Daniel Okendo Asher
Project Assistant

Samson Awino
Project Assistant

Fredrick Njehu
Assistant

Programme Officer
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Building an Inclusive East African Community (BIEAC)
Building an Inclusive East African Community (BIEAC) project
is being implemented by CUTS GRC in December 2008 and is
envisaged to conclude in November 2010. The project is funded
by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ),
Germany, and its implementation is in the five East Africa
Community (EAC) member countries of Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda,
Tanzania and Uganda. ARC, Nairobi is the project partner.

Advocacy & Networking
• A regional workshop under the theme ‘Civil Society Response

to Emerging Challenges and Opportunities of EAC Regional
Integration’ was held in Nairobi, on April 27-28, 2009. The
workshop discussed the research findings on the BIEAC
project from all the five EAC partner states and provided
insights on how EAC countries could better integrate in the
global economy.

Competition and Regulation Issues in Kenya’s Energy
Sector
The Centre with the support of TrustAfrica has undertaken a
project entitled ‘Research Project on Competition Policy and
Regulations in the Energy Sector in Kenya’. The objective of the
project is to assess the institutional framework of the national
competition policy and the regulatory structures; review and
evaluate the competition policy and regulatory framework of the
energy sector in light of energy sector reforms; and undertake a
comparative analysis of competition and regulatory framework
in energy sector in other countries.

Advocacy & Networking
• A validation workshop was
organised in Nairobi, Kenya, on
July 03, 2009. The meeting was
attended by government officials
from the ministry of trade,
representatives from research
institutions, private sector
organisations, and civil society
organisations, representatives
from regulatory agencies such as
competition authorities, National
chambers of commerce, and
donors.
• A dissemination workshop
on ‘Regulatory and Competition-

related reforms in Kenya’s Power and Petroleum Sector’ was
held in Nairobi on October 21, 2009. This event attracted 23
participants from the energy sector, research institutions,
private sector, academia, Kenya electricity generating company
and the civil society.

Research & Publications
• Competition Law in Kenya – A Snapshot

A validation workshop to review competition policy and
regulatory issues, in Nairobi on July 03, 2009
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Representations

Place & Date

Nairobi, Kenya,
July 02-03, 2009

Nairobi, Kenya,
July 23-24, 2009

Nairobi, Kenya,
July 29-31, 2009

Arusha,
Tanzania, July
29-31, 2009

Nairobi, Kenya,
August 04-06,
2009

Johannesburg,
South Africa,
August 17-19,
2009

Events/Organiser

A research conceptualisation
and stakeholders
consultative workshop on the
theme ‘Regional integration
and equity’ organised by
Society for International
Development

Training on ‘Rules of origin
and Common External tariff”
organised by the East African
Business Council, Kenya
National Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
supported by the
Commonwealth Secretariat

2nd East African Investment
Conference with the theme:
‘Invest in EAC, where
challenges are opportunities’
jointly organised by the
Government of Kenya, East
African community and the
East Africa Business Council

A validation workshop on the
‘Study of Impact of Climate
Change in the East African
Community’ organised by
GTZ East Africa office

Eighth African Growth and
Opportunity Act (AGOA)
Forum with the theme
‘Realising the Full Potential
of AGOA through Expansion
of Trade and Investment’

First African Dialogue
Consumer Protection
Conference entitled ‘African
Consumer Protection in the
Midst of the International
Financial Crises’ organised
by the South African
Department of Trade and
Industry and the US Federal
Trade Commission

Issue/Objective

Made two presentations
entitled ‘Strengthening
Regional Consumer
Movements to Face the
Challenges of the
Future: Funding,
Training, and
Government
Commitment’ and
‘Overview of African
Consumer Protection
Legal Frameworks and
Common Consumer
Protection Challenges’

Participant(s)

Victor Ogalo
Fredrick Njehu

Victor Ogalo
Fredrick Njehu

Fredrick Njehu

Victor Ogalo

Victor Ogalo

Clement Onyango

Contd...
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Place & Date Events/Organiser Issue/Objective Participant(s)

Arusha,
Tanzania,
November
26-27, 2009

Nairobi, Kenya,
March 2010

Fourth TRAPCA conference
on theme ‘Looking Ahead:
Implications of the Global
Economic Crisis on the
Trade Activity Path for
Developing Countries’

First African Competition
Forum organised by the
Ministry of Finance,
Monopolies and Price
commission with support
from Department for
International Development,
UK

Made a presentation on
CUTS work on
competition

Samson Awino
and Fredrick
Njehu

Clement Onyango

Outreach
• Quarterly newsletter ‘Tradequity’ This newsletter is circulated

among stakeholders and CUTS partners mainly in Africa. The
electronic versions of this newsletter are already uploaded in
CUTS website.

• Quarterly in-house e-newsletter ‘Regional and Economic
Development Monitor’. As the name suggests the bulleting
aims at bringing out good stories and resources from various
sources in the region that touch on trade and development.
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CUTS Hanoi Resource Centre (CUTS HRC) was officially launched
on February 29, 2008. It is one of five overseas centre of CUTS
International in Hanoi, aimed at promoting trilateral development
cooperation on a range of trade and economic policy issues.

Initially, CUTS HRC actively engaged itself in capacity building
for competition authorities and also strengthening the consumer
movement in Vietnam. It also contributed significantly to policy
making process, poverty reduction, trade development and
economic policy, advocacy and networking.

The Centre’s mission is: To be a catalyst in transferring objective
knowledge and advocacy skills from India and elsewhere to the
Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) towards mainstreaming the civil
society movement therein into the development process.

Programme Areas
• Competition Policy & Law & Economic Regulation
• Investment Climate
• Consumer Protection Policy
• International Trade and Economics

Projects
• Strengthening the Competition Authorities in Vietnam (SCAV)
• Strengthening the Consumer Movement in Vietnam (SCMV)

Strengthening the Competition Authorities in Vietnam
(SCAV)
The project entitled, ‘Strengthening the Competition Authorities
in Vietnam’ has been implemented with the support of State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs, Switzerland (SECO) and the
Swiss Competition Commission (COMCO). It would contribute
to the establishment of a business environment that is conducive
to the development of the private sector; and would deepen the
application and the implementation of Vietnamese competition
policies. The duration of the project is of three years.

Advocacy & Networking
• A National consultation workshop was organised on July 31,

2009, in Da Nang, Vietnam to collect feedback from consumers
and consumer organisations (VINASTAS and members) on
the draft Consumer Protection Law of Vietnam. The event
drew attention of all relevant stakeholders such as local
consumer activists, business community, senior state officials,
and especially the media (including print media and national
television channels), etc.

Pham Thi Que
Anh

Director

Nguyen Thu
Phuang

Office Administrator

CUTS Hanoi Resource Centre (CUTS HRC), Hanoi

Nguyen Thanh Ha
Research Assistant

Tran Thi To Tam
Programme Officer
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• A consultation for commercial entities/
enterprises for the draft Consumer Protection
Law of Vietnam in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
on September 08, 2009. Chaired by Le Danh
Vinh, Deputy-Minister of the MOIT; Tran Huu
Huynh, Head of VCCI Legal Department; Bach
Van Mung, General Director of VCAD, the
workshop was attended by representatives
from other industries, associations, legal
research institutes and commercial
enterprises and press agencies.

Strengthening the Consumer
Movement in Vietnam (SCMV)
The Centre implemented a project entitled
“Strengthening the consumer movement in
Vietnam” in association with the Vietnam
Standards and Consumers Association
(VINASTAS) with the support of The Ford

Foundation - Office for Vietnam
and Thailand. The overall goal
of this project is to promote a
healthy and vibrant consumer
culture in Vietnam, which
ensures the meeting, in the long
term, of the seven legitimate
needs of consumers as set out
in the United Nations’
Guidelines for Consumer
Protection.

Advocacy & Networking
• A workshop entitled ‘CI 50
Years – Raising the Efficiency of
Consumer Protection Activities
and Pushing Forward

Organisation Development’ was held in Ha
Tinh, Vietnam, on March 17, 2010. Pham Thi
Queh Anh delivered a presentation on
‘Strategic planning for organisational
development of civil society organisations”.

Other Events

Asian Competition Forum Conference
The Centre in collaboration with Vietnamese
Competition Council (VCC) hosted the 2009
mid-year conference of the Asian Competition
Forum entitled, ‘Effects of Anti-competitive
Activities in Small and Developing Economies’
in Hanoi, Vietnam, on May 26, 2009.

A consultation on the draft Consumer Protection
Law of Vietnam, on September 08, 2009

A workshop on raising consumer protection
was held in Ha Tinh, on March 17, 2010

Asian Competition Forum Conference
in Hanoi, on May 26, 2009
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Representations

Place & Date

Jakarta,
Indonesia, May
12-15, 2009

Hanoi, Vietnam,
June 01-02,
2009

Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam
July 28, 2009

Hanoi, Vietnam
August 18,
2009

Bangkok,
Thailand
November
02-03, 2009

Hanoi, Vietnam,
January
22, 2010

Hanoi, Vietnam,
February
04, 2010

Hanoi, Vietnam,
February
25, 2010

Event/Organiser

Planning Workshop organised by
ASEAN Expert Group on
Competition and ASEAN
Secretariat for a project
“Competition Policy and Law in
ASEAN”

ARTNeT consultative meeting on
“Bridging the development gaps in
the GMS” United Nations Economic
and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific

‘Stakeholder workshop on
Corporate Social Responsibility’
convened by ANZ Vietnam, HRC’s
bank

‘Comments on the Draft Consumer
Protection Law of Vietnam’,
organised by VCAD jointly with the
Multilateral Trade Assistance
Project Vietnam III

Regional Conference on Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR), entitled
‘Why Responsible Business
Conduct (RBC) Matters’, organised
by the OECD and UNESCAP, in
close collaboration with ILO, the
UN Global Compact and the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI)

Vietnam Distribution – Retail
Market Forum organised by the
Association of Vietnam Retailers
(AVR) in cooperation with Vietnam
Economic News

Annual Meeting organised by the
Vietnam Committee for Foreign
NGO Affairs (COMINGO)

Canada’s International
Development Research Centre’s
(IDRC) 40th Anniversary event
entitled “Celebrating 20 Years of
Partnership in Vietnam” organised
by IDRC in collaboration with the
Ministry of Science and Technology
of Vietnam (MOST) and the
Vietnamese Academy of Social
Sciences (VASS)

Issue/Objective

Presentation on “How
to promote consumer
welfare in banking
and financial services

Collect comments
from stakeholders on
the draft Consumer
Protection Law

Review INGOs’
activities and
cooperation between
the past year and
discuss the directions
for the coming year
and the years to follow

Participant(s)

Pham Thi
Queh Anh

Pham Thi
Queh Anh

Pham Thi
Queh Anh

To Tam

Pham Thi
Queh Anh

Nguyen
Thanh Ha

Nguyen Thanh
Ha
To Tam

Pham Thi
Queh Anh
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The conference brought together government officials at
ministerial level, international experts, scholars, embassies and
development cooperation agencies, law firms, business
community both from locals and overseas. Pham Thi Queh Anh
made a presentation on ‘International Cartels and their Effects
on Developing Economies’.
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CUTS Geneva Resource Centre (CUTS GRC) was established as
a research based advocacy NGO in Geneva, Switzerland, in
November 2007. The potential beneficiaries of the work of GRC
include all the key stakeholders in and from developing countries:
governments and inter-governmental organisations (IGOs),
Parliamentarians, civil society organisations (CSOs) and the
private sector. GRC started functioning in July 2009. CUTS GRC
office was inaugurated on July 16, 2009 by Valentine Rugwabiza,
Deputy Director General of WTO. Staff members were appointed
in September 2009. The mission of the Centre is: To establish
and promote a pro-trade, pro-equity credible Southern NGO voice
as well as the means to achieve this in the policymaking circles
working on trade and development and other related issues in
Geneva.

Programme Areas
• Trade and Development
• Competition
• Consumer Protection

Projects
• Fostering Equity and Accountability in the Trading System

(FEATS)
• Building an Inclusive East African Community

Fostering Equity and Accountability in the Trading
System (FEATS)
GRC is responsible for the implementation of the FEATS project,
in collaboration with CUTS Africa Resource Centres in Lusaka,
Zambia and Nairobi, Kenya. This project began in April 2008,
before GRC was launched in July 2008, with support from the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation of the US. The three-year
project focuses on five countries: three from Eastern (Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda); and two from Southern (Malawi and
Zambia) Africa.

The overarching objective of the project is to generate a more
coherent and pro-trade, pro-development voice in the formulation
and implementation of trade policy at both the national and
international levels. The specific objectives of the project include:
• Ensuring and enhancing positive linkages between trade and

development in Africa by developing the capacity of
governments to proactively and positively respond to trade
issues, through their involvement in policy research;

• Advocacy with trade officials and in national capitals by
establishing robust, two-way linkages between activities in
Geneva and in project countries; and

Atul Kaushik
Director, Geneva

Resource Centre &
Adviser (Projects) CUTS

Rashid S Kaukab
Deputy Director,

Geneva Resource
Centre & Research

Coordinator

Julian Mukhibi
Research Officer

Josiane Rufener
Administrative

Officer

CUTS Geneva Resource Centre (CUTS GRC), Geneva
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• Generating a more coherent and pro-trade for development
voice in the formulation and implementation of trade and
development policy at both the national and international
levels.

To achieve these objectives, three sets of interlinked activities
are being undertaken, i.e. research and analysis, advocacy and
networking.

Advocacy & Networking
• National Dialogues were organised in Lilongwe, Malawi on

April 06, 2009; in Lusaka, Zambia on April 08, 2009; in
Nairobi, Kenya on May 19, 2009; in Kampala, Uganda on
May 20, 2009; and in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania, on May 22,
2009. These were quite useful in strengthening and enlarging
the FEATS NRGs. They also provided a very good opportunity
for dialogue among the members of the respective NRGs and
allowed the discussion of the main messages of the draft
research studies on trade policy making processes in the
project countries.

• Informal meetings were held in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania,
on March 03, 2010; in Nairobi, Kenya, on March 08, 2010; in
Kampala, Uganda, on March 09, 2010; in Lusaka, Zambia,
on March 29, 2010; and in Lilongwe, Malawi, on March 31,
2010.

• The international conference was held in Geneva, Switzerland,
on October 01, 2009. The main
objectives of the workshop were to
launch the publication capturing
research studies of FEATS phase 1
and discuss the main findings and
lessons emerging from these; present
the ToRs for FEATS phase 2 for
discussion; strengthen the
connection between capitals of
project countries and Geneva
established through the FEATS
Inception Meeting in July 2008; and
facilitate networking among various
stakeholder groups and generate key
advocacy messages.

Research & Publications
Research Report
Towards More Inclusive Trade Policy Making: Process and
Role of Stakeholders in Select African Countries

Monograph
Improving Ownership through Inclusive Trade Policy Making
Processes: Lessons from Africa

Building an Inclusive East African Community (BIEAC)
Building an Inclusive East African Community (BIEAC) project
commenced in December 2008 and is envisaged to conclude in
November 2010. The project is funded by Deutsche Gesellschaft

Participants at the international conference under
FEATS in Geneva, on October 01, 2009
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für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), Germany, and its
implementation is in the five East Africa Community (EAC)
member countries of Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and
Uganda. The BIEAC project aims and expected outputs include
the following:
• Supporting a range of CSOs in the EAC member states to

examine the implications of external trade policies on the
livelihood of the people and provide a better understanding of
both the challenges and opportunities of trade integration;

• Raising awareness of the general public on the relevant issues,
gathering their concerns and carrying out advocacy to
highlight them to the policy makers; and

• Studying the potential implications of the proposed intra-EAC
and external trade policies for the poor and the marginalised
in the region; identifying interventions and policies required
to support economic and social adjustments to trade reforms;
and the measures required to support better access to
opportunities provided through regional and external trade
integration.

Advocacy & Networking
• Awareness raising workshops were held in all the project

countries. In the first phase these raised issues pertaining to
the on-going EPA between the EAC and the EC based on the
research papers. The workshops were held in Burundi, on
March 31, 2009; Kenya, on February 09, 2009 and September
25, 28-29, 2009; Rwanda, on
February 20, 2009 and
August 06, 2009; Tanzania,
on February 06, 2009;
Uganda, on February 06,
2009 and July 08, 2009.
Three smaller workshops
were held in October -
November 2009.

• National Workshops were also
held by the project partners
in Burundi, on October 27-
28, 2009; Kenya, on
December 10, 2009; Rwanda,
on April 14 & 21, 2009;
Tanzania, on April 23, 2009;
and Uganda, on October 22-
23, 2009. Civil Society
Position papers were drafted
at the end of phase I and presented to the relevant authorities
in the respective project countries.

Research & Publications
• The Most Favoured Nation Provisions in the EC-EAC EPA

and its Implications
• Standards and Market Access under EPAs: Implications and

the Way Forward
• Export Taxes and EPAs – Another Policy Tool under Threat

from the EC?

Participants at the National Workshop under BIEAC Project
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• Trade in Services and EPAs: The Way Forward for the EAC
• Leveraging  the Agriculture Sector Through Trade:

Opportunities and Challenges in the EC-EAC EPA; and
• Revenue Implications of the EC-EAC EPA: The Case of

Tanzania.

Other Activities

Informal Quarterly Meeting with South Asian Geneva
Delegates
GRC organised four informal quarterly meeting of South Asian
Geneva Missions delegates were organised during the period
covered under this report. Each meeting had a focussed
discussion on an identified issue of interest to South Asian
country delegates to the WTO and on the basis of short notes
prepared by the Centre. Following are the dates of these meetings
as well as the topics discussed:
• Second informal quarterly meeting on Aid for Trade on June

12, 2009
• Third informal quarterly meeting on Trade in Services on

September 15, 2009
• Fourth informal quarterly meeting on the 7th WTO Ministerial

Conference on December 09, 2009
• Fifth informal quarterly meeting on Aid for Trade on March

10, 2010

These informal quarterly meetings have facilitated an informed
exchange of views and sharing of experiences among delegates
of South Asian countries’ Geneva Missions and are appreciated
by these delegates as providing them a neutral forum for
discussion. GRC will continue to hold these meetings in the future
as well.

Research
CUTS GRC staff contributed the following substantive papers
and studies during 2009-2010:
• Summary of Study for the Commonwealth Secretariat on Doha

Round Development Dimension for Small and Vulnerable
Economies (SVEs)

• Draft Negotiating Proposal to clarify the WTO TBT Agreement
commissioned by the Government of India

• Two articles titled “The Emerging Role of LDCs in the WTO
Decision-making Processes” and “Inclusiveness of Trade Policy
Making: Challenges and Possible Responses for Better
Stakeholder Participation” in Trade Hot Topics series of the
Commonwealth Secretariat

• Study on Reassessing the Scope and Mandate of the Enhanced
Integrated Framework (EIF) commissioned by GTZ of Germany

• Substantive Editing of Rwanda Revised Diagnostic Trade
Integration Study (DTIS) commissioned by the International
Trade Centre (ITC), Geneva
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Representations

Place & Date

Geneva,
Switzerland,
July 08, 2009

IMD Lausanne,
July 06-08,
2009

July 14,
2009

IMD Lausanne,
September 24-
26, 2009

Geneva,
Switzerland,
September 30,
2009

Rome,
November 11-
13, 2009

Arusha,
Tanzania,
November 26-
27, 2009

Geneva,
Switzerland,
November 30,
2009

Geneva,
Switzerland,
December 01,
2009

Event/Organiser

Second Global Aid for Trade
Review

GMF-Evian Group Africa and
Global Trade Symposium
entitled ‘Africa in the Global
Crisis and Trade Disorder:
Transatlantic Policy Options,
Regional Integration and
Opportunities for Business
Leadership’

Oxfam International Staff
Training Meeting on ‘The
BRICs and the Fight Against
Global Poverty’

Evian Group-FES Multi-
Stakeholder Dialogue on
Trade, Climate Change and
Development, held

CUTS International-
Commonwealth Secretariat
Joint Session ‘New and Old
Challenges to Inclusiveness
in a Recessionary Global
Economic System’

GARNET Conference

Annual
Conference of Trade Policy
Training Centre in Africa
(TRAPCA)

Trade Policy Governance in
Developing Countries
organised jointly by CUTS and
Centre for Socio-Eco-Nomic
Development (CSEND)

FES Event on Global
Economic Governance
Scenarios organised by FES
Geneva Office

Issue/Objective

Made an intervention on the
importance of taking into
account soft infrastructure
needs of developing countries
while developing big ticket
hard infrastructure projects

Presentation on the role of
private sector in trade policy
making in African countries
based on the FEATS first
phase study

He made a presentation on
WTO Issues in the panel on
‘What Does This Mean for
the Fight Against Global
Poverty? Economic Issues’

Presentation on FES Global
Economic Governance
Scenarios including on the
possible linkages with
climate change governance
issues

Presentation on ‘Inclusive
Trade Policy Making
in Select African Countries’

Presented a paper on
‘Competition and
Compulsory Licensing in the
Pharmaceutical Sector’

Presented a paper entitled
‘Mitigating the Impacts of
Financial Crisis: Increased
Cooperation among African
Countries’

Presentation on ‘Trade Policy
Consultation with Key
Stakeholders’

Presentation on Global
Economic Governance
2020 Scenarios

Participant(s)

Atul Kaushik

Rashid S Kaukab

Rashid S Kaukab

Rashid S Kaukab

Rashid S Kaukab

Atul Kaushik

Rashid S Kaukab

Atul Kaushik

Rashid S Kaukab
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Events
Following joint events were organised during the year:
• CUTS WTO Joint Regional Outreach Workshop in Nairobi,

Kenya on April 29-30, 2009
• Joint Breakout Session with Oxfam International at UNCTAD

Public Symposium on May 18, 2009
• Co-Hosting Trade Preferences Reform Group Dinner Meeting

on September 30, 2009
• Launch of CUTS-FES Joint Publication entitled “Reforming

the World Trade Organisation: Developing Countries in the
Doha Round” on November 29, 2009

• CSEND-CUTS Event on Trade Governance in Developing
Countries on November 30, 2009
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Selected CUTS Publications

Books
• Politics Triumphs Economics? Political Economy and the Implementation of Competition

Law and Economic Regulation in Developing Countries II
• Reflections on Global Partnership for Development: Reality and Potential
• Baatan Gyan Ri – Part I
• Baatan Gyan Ri – Part II

Research Reports
• Consumer Empowerment in Electricity Reforms – A Review from South Asia
• Creating Regulators is not the End, Key is the Regulatory Process
• Towards More Inclusive Trade Policy Making: Process and Role of Stakeholders in Select

African Countries
• A Study of Rice Value-chain in Zambia
• An Assessment of the Zambian Diagnostic Trade Integrated Study
• Comparative Study of Infrastructure Sector – Lessons from India

Monographs
• Cultural Globalisation: Nuances versus Stereotypes
• ABC of Preferential Trade Agreements
• Improving Ownership through Inclusive Trade Policy Making Processes: Lessons from

Africa

Toolkits
• Competition Law in India: A Toolkit
• Competition Law in Malawi: A Toolkit

Briefing Papers
• Patent Rights on Goods in Transit: A Threat to Access Affordable Medicines
• Trade and Climate Change
• Terrorism and Development
• Standards in Food Sector
• Developing Country Participation in the GATT: A Reassessment
• Informal Sector: Definitions and its Implications for Growth
• India should go for FTA with the Central Asian Countries
• Eco-labels: Trade Barriers or Trade Facilitators?
• Indian Ecomark Scheme – The Need for an Alternative Framework
• Trade and Climate Change: UNEP and WTO Report – Focus on LDCs
• The Most Favoured-Nation Provision in the EC-EAC EPA and its Implications
• Export Taxes and EPAs Another Policy Tool under Threat from the EC?
• Standards and Market Access under EPAs Implications and Way forward for EAC
• Leveraging the Agriculture Sector Through Trade: Opportunities and Challenges in the

EC-EAC EPA
• Trade in Services and EPAs: The Way forward for the EAC
• Revenue Implications of the EC-EAC EPA: The Case of Tanzania
• Combating Counterfeit Goods: Compromising Development? Adaptation and Mitigation:
• A Tool to Counter Climate Change in Developing Countries
• Understanding the Basis for Compulsory Licensing for Public Health Reasons
• Combating Counterfeit Goods: Compromising Development?
• India ASEAN FTA - A Move towards Multilateral Free Trade Agreements?
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Discussion Papers
• Informal Sector and Competition: A Comprehensive Agenda for Research and Action
• Towards a Longer-term Agenda for Competition Policy and Law in India
• Dimensions of Competition Policy and Law in Emerging Economies
• Tapping the Untapped: Renewing the Nation – Focus on renewable sources especially

solar energy

Issue Notes
• Social Sector Budgeting: Higher Allocations Mask Poor Utilisation

Viewpoint Papers
• India 2006 National Environment Policy: Not a Paradigm Shift
• Linkages between Informality, Competition and Economic Growth
• The Relationship between Competition and Investment

Newsletters
• RTI in Action
• Bal Darpan
• Economiquity
• PolicyWatch
• ReguLetter
• Titli
• Social Accountability in Action
• Consumer Dialogue
• Consumers in Action
• CityMatters
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Annual Accounts 2009-10

Management Report

The management of the CUTS International is responsible for
preparing the financial statements, which are in accordance with
the auditing standards generally applied in India. These are on
a consistent manner and are never overstated or misstated for
reasons varying from error to fraud. The financial statement
includes amounts that are based on management’s best
estimates, accuracy and consistency.

The management of CUTS International has formulated and
maintains a system of internal discipline by providing the
integrity and reliability of the financial statements, the protection
of assets from unauthorised use or misuse and prevention of
fraudulent financial reporting.

In addition, management administers its responsibility by
fostering ethical environment so that the organisation’s affairs
are carried out according to the highest standards of individual
as well organisational regulation. This responsibility is reflected
in the organisation’s code of conduct, development of a systematic
process in compliance with the policies, and open communication
in resolving conflicts, if any.
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